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A year in review

2021 wasn’t a return to normal. 
At UNC, the year was marked by 

power tensions between University 
leadership bodies, ongoing COVID-
19 concerns and the impact of 
vaccines. The community found 
focus in conservations about 
mental health and diversity, equity 
and inclusion in higher education. 
Through protests, petitions and 
action, students were vocal about 
issues they cared about most.

Students lost the opportunity to 
learn from Pulitzer Prize-winning 
journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones 
after the Board of Trustees initially 
failed to offer her a tenured position. 
The case shed light on inequities 
facing students and faculty of color 
across University departments.

Students and faculty returned 
in-person to the classroom after 
over a year of Zoom instruction. 
The UNC System advised campuses 
that under state law, the only group 
that can mandate a vaccine is the 
North Carolina Commission for 
Public Health.

In Orange County, residents 
voted in local elections for mayor, 
Town Council and School Board 
of Education. Local schools also 
transitioned back to the classroom.

UNC’s return to campus also 
sparked conversations about a 
campus mental  health crisis . 
Community  need for  mental 
health support isn’t new — but the 
fall semester brought increased 
student demand for Counseling 
and Psychological Services and 
other local and student-run mental 
health organizations. 

Univers i ty  leadership  and 
transparency was questioned. Some 
alumni, faculty, staff, students and 

other community members formed 
the Coalition for Carolina, a group 
dedicated to promoting open inquiry, 
equity and inclusion at UNC.

Progress was made on removing the 
names of known white supremacists 
from campus buildings. The James 
Cates Remembrance Coalition 
honored Cates’ legacy, and took steps 
to add his namesake to the UNC 
Student Stores. 

The University also officially 
recognized Indigenous Peoples’ Day — 
but community members are still calling 
for an official land acknowledgement. 

In community news, a suspect was 
arrested and charged in September 
in the murder of Faith Hedgepeth, 
who was found beaten to death on 
Sept. 7, 2012. 

In this issue of The Daily Tar Heel, 
we look back at 2021.

The UNC community has felt loss. 
The continued loss of a traditional 
college experience. The loss of over 
700,000 Americans from COVID-
19. And the loss of fellow students.

The community has also felt joy.
The Asian American Center 

opened its first physical space this 
fall. The Carolina Latinx Center 
welcomed student organizations to 
the theme of ‘Pa’lante’ — a saying 
that means “moving forward.” 

UNC sports again welcomed fans 
to the stadium — with Hubert Davis 
succeeding Roy Williams as the men’s 
basketball head coach.

So 2021 wasn’t “normal.” It wasn’t a 
classic college experience or a callback 
to life before the pandemic. Instead, it 
was a year of setbacks and progress, 
grief and joy.

Onward to the next.

2021
2021 was a year of setbacks, progress, grief and joy

Story by University Editor Allie Kelly 
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DTH FILE/HELEN MCGINNIS
A person protests the UNC decision to deny tenure to 
Nikole Hannah-Jones on May 20 in Chapel Hill.

DTH FILE/IRA WILDER
The Hedgepeth family speaks on Sept. 16 after an arrest 
was made in the murder of Faith Hedgepeth in 2012.

DTH FILE/GILLIAN FASKI
Miss Indian NC, Kaitlyn Deal, performs the song “Brown 
Skin” at the CIC cultural showcase on Nov. 18.

DTH FILE/ABE LOVEN
The first vaccine dose administered at UNC’s vaccination 
clinic is given in the Student Union on March 31.

DTH FILE/ABIGAIL PITTMAN
Students line up to drink from the Old Well on the first 
day of classes of the fall semester on Aug. 18. 

DTH FILE/IRA WILDER
A makeshift memorial is set up in the Pit on Oct. 11 as 
community members mourn the deaths of students. Twitter: @alliemkelly
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INTERVIEW WITH GUSKIEWICZ

Chancellor reflects on mental health, COVID-19 response

DTH FILE/IRA WILDER
UNC Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz speaks at a press conference on 
Thursday, Sept. 16.

As 2021 comes to a close, Editor-in-
Chief Praveena Somasundaram spoke 
with Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz 
about his reflections on the past year, 
concerns surrounding mental health 
and what to expect for next semester.

This interview has been edited for 
brevity and clarity.

THE DAILY TAR HEEL: Reflecting on the 
past year as chancellor, what are 
some of the lessons you’re taking 
with you into the next semester?

KEVIN GUSKIEWICZ: When we last spoke, 
I said that I was cautiously optimistic. 
I felt we had a really good plan in 
place and I think our communities 
met this year with resilience, 
perseverance, commitment to 
each other. I’m glad to see that our 
community is built on a legacy of 
service to each other. We talk often 
about the importance of our mission, 
research and service, and I think I’m 
most proud of how the community 
came together to support each other. 
I had the opportunity to visit classes 
and I heard from both students and 
faculty about how important it was 

to be back in the classroom together.

DTH: What are some of the biggest 
challenges you’ve faced over the 
past year?

KG: We know the pandemic has taken 
a toll on our mental health. And 
during the fall semester, the current 
mental health crisis facing our nation 
hit home with the tragic deaths of 
students on our campus. I’m grateful 
for the compassionate campus 
community that surrounds us. We 
have staff who worked tirelessly to 
help students who asked for help 
navigating the challenges. Faculty 
were incredible in stepping up as 
I met with groups of students who 
talked about their faculty providing 
the flexibility that was necessary.

We had some important conversations 
during the Mental Health Summit 
that we held a few weeks ago, and it’s 
one of several things that we did as a 
community to address the crisis.

DTH: Mental health has continued to be 
a big topic of conversation, especially 
this semester. What is your plan to 
help address mental health concerns 
further going into next semester?

KG: We will be announcing very 
soon, probably within the next 
few days, a plan for the spring 
semester. We are going to add 
one wellness day to the schedule. 
Also in late October, CAPS started 

providing additional telehealth 
therapy in coordination with 
Uwill. This partnership has allowed 
CAPS to eliminate the waitlist for 
brief therapy, and also connects 
students with a therapist as quickly 
as possible. We’ ll continue this 
pilot program through the 2022 
academic year.

We know that this one summit or 
adding a new service doesn’t fix this 
crisis, but these are just a couple 
of steps forward that are already 
serving our community that are 
going to be important.

DTH: What can students expect to see 
next semester in terms of COVID-19 
protocols, class operations, etc.?

KG: A lot of things that we had in 
place this semester will likely be 
carried over to the spring semester. 
As of today, I do anticipate we’re 
still going to be wearing masks 
indoors, certainly for the classroom 
experience. We are going to keep 
in place our testing program as it 
currently exists for the first three 
weeks of the semester and evaluate. 
We think it’s important that as 
students reenter campus following 
the holiday break, we have all 
those precautionary measures in 
place. And we’ll reevaluate and see 
if adjustments can be made as we 
move further into February.

Our infectious disease and public 

health experts are assessing the 
new variant that has many people 
concerned and we’ l l  provide 
additional updates regarding that 
as we have them.

DTH: What are the goals you have 
for the upcoming semester?

KG: I’m really looking forward to 
the spring semester. This year, we 
welcome the largest incoming class 

in Carolina’s history and while I 
have heard from many of them that 
they had a very good first semester, 
productive first semester, despite 
the challenges that we’ve talked 
about, we have to be sure that we 
are providing that same quality 
experience, both in the classroom 
and beyond for them this spring. So 
that’s where my focus is.

The DTH’s editor-in-chief 
spoke with the Chancellor 

about the past year
By Praveena Somasundaram

Editor-in-Chief
university@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @praveenavsoma

LEGAL UPDATES

UNC resolved or settled four major lawsuits this year

DTH/IRA WILDER
The front entrance to the South Building is pictured on Nov. 17. UNC has faced many lawsuits throughout 2021.

Over the course of the year, there 
have been many developments in major 
lawsuits filed against the University. 
The following cases all received rulings 
or settlements.

Title IX

On Jan. 11, the U.S. Supreme Court 
denied the University’s petition for 
writ of certiorari in the DTH Media 
Corp. v. Folt case. The petition was 
filed on Sept. 28, 2020, and requested 

that the ruling for the release of sexual 
assault records be reviewed. 

DTH Media Corp., along with 
WRAL, the Charlotte Observer and 
the Herald Sun, sued the University 
for the release of the records during 
the fall 2016. 

In May 2020, the N.C. Supreme 
Court ruled that the University had 
to turn over the disciplinary records 
for individuals found responsible 
for rape, sexual assault or sexual 
misconduct. The records, which were 
released in August 2020, showed 
that only 15 students were found in 
violation of UNC’s sexual assault 
policy since 2007.

Hugh Stevens, a lawyer who 
represented the plaintiffs in the lawsuit, 
said that since the Supreme Court 
denied the petition, there is nothing the 

University could do to make the records 
private again. However, if federal Title 
IX law changes in the future, it could 
impact if the records remain public.

“Under our public records law for 
the foreseeable future, the names 
and the punishments that were 
administered to people for sexual 
assault or sexual offenses are public, 
and I don’t see that changing under 
our law,” Stevens said. “The problem 
of course is the federal law can always 
change, and so we always have to be 
alert to the possibility that they will 
say those outcomes are not public, so 
I think everybody just kind of has to 
keep their eye on the ball.”

Open Meetings Law

In February, DTH Media Corp. 

settled its lawsuit against the UNC 
System over allegations of violating 
North Carolina Open Meetings Law. 

DTH Media Corp. filed the suit 
in January 2020 after five members 
of the Board of Governors signed an 
op-ed that appeared in the News & 
Observer and brought into question 
if the settlements between the BOG 
and the N.C. Sons of Confederate 
Veterans involving Silent Sam were 
conducted in accordance with state 
Open Meetings Law.

As part  of  the  sett lement 
agreement, the UNC System agreed 
to give $74,999 to UNC-Chapel Hill 
for the chancellor to put toward racial 
equity initiatives on campus, provide 
a written summary of how the Nov. 
21, 2019 agreement with the N.C. 
Sons of the Confederate Veterans 
was reached and submit a deposition 
answering questions related to the 
details of the News & Observer op-ed 
that announced the settlement. 

In exchange, DTH Media Corp. 
agreed to dismiss its lawsuit. 

The complaint filed by the DTH 
alleged that the members of the BOG 
who were negotiating agreements 
with the SCV were a “public body” — 
which meant they were required to 
conduct public meetings, give public 
notice and keep minutes, which they 
had not been doing.

Clean Air Act

On Aug. 30, the Middle District 
of North Carolina ruled in favor of 
UNC in a Clean Air Act lawsuit and 
dismissed the allegations that the 
coal-fired combustion broilers part 
of the University’s coal plant — also 
known as the Cogeneration Facility — 
were not in compliance with federal 
law. The lawsuit was filed by the 
Center for Biological Diversity and 
the Sierra Club. 

In October 2020 a judge denied 

the University’s motion to dismiss 
nine of the 10 allegations in the 
lawsuit. The claims alleged that 
UNC had air-permit violations 
regarding pollution control, pollution 
monitoring and noncompliance 
reporting requirements. 

UNC Spokesperson Pace Sagester 
said in an email that UNC is pleased 
with the Aug. 30 ruling and believes 
that the Cogeneration Facility operates 
in compliance with the Title V permit. 

“The University is committed to 
reducing our environmental footprint 
and advancing sustainability on 
campus and in the Chapel Hill-
Carrboro community,” Sagester said.

Affirmative action

On Oct. 18, the United States 
District Court for the Middle District 
of North Carolina ruled in favor of 
UNC continuing to use affirmative 
action as a part of its admissions 
process. The suit was filed by 
Students for Fair Admissions, a 
nonprofit membership group.

SFFA’s federal lawsuit claimed 
that UNC had violated the Equal 
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment and Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964.

On Nov. 11, SFFA filed a writ of 
certiorari in the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Beth Keith,  associate  v ice 
c h a n c e l l o r  o f  U n i v e r s i t y 
Communications said in an email 
statement that the Nov. 18 decision 
made clear that UNC uses a holistic 
and lawful approach to admissions. 

“We evaluate each student in 
a deliberate and thoughtful way, 
appreciating individual strengths, 
talents and contributions to a vibrant 
campus community where students 
from all backgrounds can excel and 
thrive,” Keith said.

The cases involved Silent 
Sam and the coal plant, 

among other issues
By Elizabeth Egan

Assistant Audience Engagement Editor
university@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @_ElizabethEgan
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RSI provides living options and related supports to people of all ages 
with intellectual and developmental disabilities. We promote quality 
of life by maximizing self-determination, development of independent 
living skills, community involvement, meaningful social roles, and 
socially responsible behavior. RSI’s vision is to help children and adults  
to live lives characterized by happiness, dignity, health, and the highest 
possible degree of social responsibility and productivity.

We are hiring students, entry level and 
experienced individuals!

→ Gain experience related to your major
→ Great for Psychology, Sociology, Nursing, Pre-Med, 
    and other Human Services majors/degrees
→ Paid Internship opportunities
→ Entry-level, paid training

STUDENT
BENEFITS

Our entry level jobs are a great way to gain hands-on health care and human 
services experience! We provide the training and have various shifts available- 
daytime, evening, overnights... We even pay employees to sleep!

$200 Hiring Bonus!!  Positions available immediately! 
Start ASAP!

~ Established in 1974 ~

For more information or to apply, visit jobs.rsi-nc.org

EAT
SHOP
SPEND
ENJOY
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON

Visit www.carolinachamber.org/
localbusinessdirectory

Shop with our extraordinary 
Chamber members to find 

that perfect gift.
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UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE

DTH GRAPHIC/IRA WILDER
From left to right, top to bottom, the departing faculty are: Bob Blouin, Terry Rhodes,  Nena Peragallo Montano, 
Susan King, Barbara K. Rimer, Julie Byerley, Sibby Anderson-Thompkins, Joel Curran and Joanne Peters Denny.

After 25 years on the faculty and 
nine years in senior leadership, Terry 
Rhodes, dean of the College of Arts and 
Science, is retiring in June.

Including Rhodes, nine top leaders 
have announced their retirement, 
resignation from their position or 
departure from the University since 
last May, including Executive Vice 
Chancellor and Provost Bob Blouin. 
Blouin, Barbara K. Rimer and Susan 
King will return to faculty positions.

The exodus comes as questions 
of transparency, academic freedom 
and political influence engulf UNC, 
causing concern among many about 
its future as North Carolina’s flagship 
public university.

“I have been in the middle of 
so many of our challenges here at 
Carolina,” Rhodes said. “And I will say, 
I do very much feel that this university 
has to face its past realistically — not 
paint-brush over it.”

***
Holden Thorp, who served as 

UNC’s chancellor from 2008 to 2013, 
has a rule of thumb for leadership 
change: When there’s a new executive, 
half the team turns over, either because 
they had intentions of retiring or have 
been exhausted by controversy.

“It’s just exhausting to be in the 
blender for months on end,” Thorp 
said. “And some people just say, ‘OK, 
I don’t want to do this anymore.’”

Many of those who have left UNC 
directed Media Hub to their departure 
announcements or did not respond to 
an interview request, including Blouin.

Joel Curran, former vice chancellor 
of communications, and Joanne Peters 
Denny, former director of UNC Media 
Relations, both said they’d received 

other job opportunities that led them 
to leave the University. For others, it 
was their intended time of retirement. 

Rhodes’ move to the deanship 
paralleled other leadership changes 
that followed controversy surrounding 
the administration’s handling of the 
Confederate monument Silent Sam, 
which was toppled by demonstrators 
at the start of the fall 2018 semester.

During a closed meeting in 2019, 
the day after then-Chancellor Carol 
Folt’s unexpected announcement of 
both her retirement and an order to 
remove the pedestal of the Silent Sam 
monument, the Board of Governors 
accepted her resignation — and moved 
her termination up to Jan. 31.

That forced a domino effect within 
University leadership.

One week after Folt’s time at UNC 
officially ended, Kevin Guskiewicz, then 
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, 
was named interim chancellor. Rhodes 
was tapped to take over the dean role 
20 days later.

Since then, Guskiewicz and Rhodes 
— whose titles became permanent — 
and the University’s administration 
have dealt with continued controversy 
and questions surrounding UNC’s 
handling of Silent Sam.

More recently, University leadership 
has been plagued by two crises that 
made national headlines: a failed 
reopening during the pandemic and a 
halting of the decision to grant tenure 
to Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist 
Nikole Hannah-Jones.

Rhodes said she’s developed trust 

and relationships with many people in 
her 34 years at UNC. But even so, the 
hardest moments as dean have come 
as she’s noticed the community’s lack 
of trust in leadership.

“That has been painful sometimes, 
to think that either I ’m not 
communicating enough or not doing 
enough or maybe my ideas do not 
converge with others in terms of certain 
decision-making,” Rhodes said.

***
Like Rhodes, who’d known she 

wanted to retire when she turned 66 in 
June 2022, Hussman Dean Susan King 
always intended to be in the position 
for no more than 10 years, a span that 
ends in January. She plans to return to 
a teaching position on the faculty later.

But her departure comes after a 

summer where UNC, again, made 
national headlines when the Board of 
Trustees delayed granting tenure to 
Hannah-Jones.

In May, it was revealed that the 
journalism school’s namesake, 
Arkansas newspaper-magnate Walter 
Hussman, had expressed concerns 
about hiring Hannah-Jones, according 
to reporting from The Assembly.

While Hussman worried about 
“the controversy of tying the UNC 
journalism school to The 1619 project,” 
students, faculty and others worried 
that Hussman’s interference and the 
BOT’s actions were reflective of the 
issues of structural racism, donor 
influence and chilled speech.

King called the fight for tenure and 
eventual result a “difficult time” and a 
“disappointment,” as she had hoped to 
bring someone of Hannah-Jones’ caliber 
onto the faculty — and she’d wanted to 
bring Hannah-Jones in specifically — 
but was surprised by the BOT’s reaction.

As King is set to step down from her 
role as dean, she said whoever assumes 
the post next should be cognizant of the 
hurt the community is feeling.

“We need a leader who sees the 
opportunities, but is aware that there’s 
been trauma by the school, that people 
were upset it was a long saga over 
Nikole and then she decided not to 
come,” King said. “... And so there’s 
healing that needs to be done as well.”

Though some leaders predetermined 
their departure and others received 
offers from different institutions that 
they chose instead, King and Rhodes 
emphasized the time of change UNC is 
in — and the work left to be done.

“We are in a difficult place, I 
think,” Rhodes said. “But I also think 
it’s a time of opportunity.”

By Praveena Somasundaram
UNC Media Hub

Twitter: @praveenavsoma

UNC experiencing an exodus of leaders
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COVID-19 POLICY

A look at UNC’s vaccine response

Twitter: @GMolero1 | @kelly2cats_ 

The University reported 
94 percent of students 

are fully vaccinated
By Guillermo Molero and Kelly Kendall

City & State Editor and Senior Writer
university@dailytarheel.com

CAMPUS WELLNESS

Mental health challenges rose this fall

DTH FILE/ABE LOVEN
UNC pharmacists prepare a vaccine dose in the Student Union on March 31, 2021.

About a year ago, the first doses 
of the COVID-19 vaccine were 
administered to front-line healthcare 
workers, and it was unknown when 
college-aged students would be able to 
get vaccinated. Now, the University has 
reported that 94 percent of the student 
body and 90 percent of all employees 
are fully vaccinated as of Nov. 30.

How did we get here?

In January, Campus Health 
gained approval to become a site for 
vaccination storage and distribution 
and began planning an on-campus 
vaccine clinic for students. However, 
with students falling into Group 5 of 
the vaccine rollout plan, University 
health officials said it was unlikely that 
most students would receive the first 
dose of the vaccine before late spring 
or early summer of 2021. By the end of 
the month, student healthcare workers 
were some of the first students able to 
receive their first dose of the vaccine.

In March, Chancellor Kevin 
Guskiewicz announced in a campus 
message that University employees 
and student employees with in-person 
roles were also able to receive the 
vaccine, but it remained unclear when 
the general student population would 
be able to get it. However, due to the 
rapid rollout of vaccines across the 
state, the process for eligibility was 
accelerated to include all North 
Carolinian adults by April 7.

Entering this semester, UNC 
required students to either attest that 
they were vaccinated or participate 

in twice-weekly testing to return to 
campus. But in the face of breakthrough 
cases and the delta variant, students 
and faculty felt uncertain about 
returning to in-person instruction.  

In an Aug. 24 interview with The 
Daily Tar Heel, Guskiewicz said he is in 
favor of a vaccine mandate, but that the 
University does not have the authority 
to implement such a guideline. 

On Oct. 25, Guskiewicz announced 
in a campus message that, due to a 

executive order from President Biden, 
all University employees would be 
required to be fully vaccinated by Jan. 
18, 2022. But on Nov. 30, a federal 
judge issued a preliminary injunction 
to halt the national vaccine mandate 
for health care workers, which was set 
to begin next week. 

At the end of October, the 
Carolina Vaccination Clinic began 
administering booster shots for all 
three of the COVID-19 vaccines to 

students 18 years of age and older.
Since August, the University has seen 

a 1.10 percent positivity rate with a total 
of 979 COVID-19 cases as of Tuesday. 
The University has not implemented 
a student vaccine mandate, but with 
the spring 2022 semester quickly 
approaching, it remains unclear what 
another year of COVID-19 vaccine 
policies will look like.

DTH/CALLI WESTRA
A sign directing community members toward UNC’s Campus Health 
Services building is pictured on Monday, Nov. 29.  

Content warning: This article 
contains mention of death.

When psychology and neuroscience 
professor Andrea Hussong walked 
into her adolescent development class 
on the first day of the fall semester, she 
noticed something that has stuck with 
her — no one was talking.

UNC returned to primarily in-person 
instruction this fall after over a year of 
Zoom learning. The adjustment has 
exacerbated significant mental health 
challenges for the campus community.

Senior Sonam Shah, a co-founder 
of the student-run mental health 
resource organization Peer2Peer, 
said she and other peer responders 

have noticed consistent themes 
of loneliness, social isolation and 
academic pressure this semester in 
students using Peer2Peer services.

“Some would think that we’re back 
in person, it’d be much easier to hang 
out with friends, but we’re forgetting 
a huge population of freshmen and 
sophomores and even juniors who 
weren’t on campus these past couple 
of years,” Shah said.

This semester, students seeking 
ongoing individual counseling at 
Counseling and Psychological Services 
were placed on a waitlist for the first time 
in 14 years, CAPS Associate and Clinical 
Director Avery Cook said.

A few weeks after multiple student 
deaths on campus — and in response 
to increased student mental health 
needs during the pandemic — CAPS 
announced a partnership with 

teletherapy service UWill to eliminate 
the waitlist for brief individual therapy.

But some students are concerned 
about options for longer-term care, 
within CAPS and beyond. 

First-year Belamy Counou said she 
began seeing a CAPS therapist at the 
beginning of the semester. She said 
her experience started out great when 
the conversation centered on school-
related issues. But by the end, she just 
felt like a name on a piece of paper.

“I was opening up more, and then we 
get to my fourth session and she’s telling 
me that she thinks I’m doing well — I 
was not doing well,” Counou said.

Counou said she gradually began 
talking to her therapist about more 
serious mental health topics. Then, 
her therapist canceled their final 
appointment and never got in contact 
to check in or reschedule. The idea of 
a referral to a long-term therapist 
at an outside practice was never 
discussed, she said.

The CAPS website states that it 
offers brief therapy for “issues that are 
relatively well defined and which can 
be adequately addressed or resolved 
in a brief time frame.”

Cook said in a statement through 
UNC Media Relations that CAPS never 
turns away a student in crisis, regardless 
of the type of care they may need.

CAPS is designed to be a first step 
in the overall process of identifying 
the kind of help a student needs, 
either immediately or long term, Cook 
said. CAPS has a range of services 
available to students — from one-on-
one and group therapy to medication 
management and referral coordination.

CAPS hired two AAPI counselors 
in August after a student petition 
circulated last spring to increase 
the representation of providers who 
identify as Asian American and Pacific 

Islander. CAPS previously had none.
“The lack of services is not just a UNC 

issue,” Hussong said. “It’s not just a North 
Carolina or U.S. issue — it’s global.” 

In response to growing rates of 
anxiety and depression among the 
campus community, UNC hosted 
a mental health summit on Nov. 15 
with a series of discussions focused 
on campus culture, crisis services 
and prevention.

At the summit, UNC announced its 
partnership with the JED Foundation, 
a nationally-recognized resource center 
that provides access to experts and will 
aim to improve the University’s ability 
to prevent and respond to mental 
health issues. The University plans 
to be officially designated as a JED 
campus in February 2022. 

Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz said 
that he also expects to include at 
least one wellness day on the spring 
semester calendar during a Faculty 
Council meeting on Nov. 5. 

If you or someone you know is 
thinking about suicide, the National 
Suicide Prevention Lifeline, 1-800-
273-8255, is available 24/7. It is free 
and confidential.

UNC students who need assistance 
during this time may contact CAPS, 
the Office of the Dean of Students or 
Student Wellness. CAPS can be reached 
24/7 by phone at 919-966-3658. 
University employees can reach out to 
the Employee Assistance Program.

Supporters from the student-run 
organization Peer2Peer, which offers 
mental health resources for graduate 
and undergraduate students, can 
be reached through its online form. 
Students can remain anonymous.

Resources have also been compiled 
by the DTH Editorial Board. 

Twitter: @hannahgracerose

By Hannah Rosenberger
Senior Writer

university@dailytarheel.com
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social activities have resumed. 
However, because of the pandemic, 
Song said things still don’t look the 
same as they used to. 

“Everyone was more social, and 
now obviously because of COVID, 
there’s limitations to that,” she said. 
“I haven’t really made new friends. 
I’ve just gotten closer with my old 
friends, so I can only imagine how 
hard it is for first-years.”

According to  the Carol ina 
Together website, 94 percent of 
students have attested that they are 
vaccinated, and many students are 
now eligible for booster shots in 
North Carolina. 

Despite these differences from a 
normal year, Fields, Song, Goldych 
and Albrite noted benefits of being 
back on campus this semester. 

“All in all, I would say that I have 
enjoyed teaching this semester more 
than I did when we were remote,” 
Albrite said. 
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Governance, mental health dominate discussions

WORD ON THE STREET

Staff writer Hadley Chapman 
asked UNC students: “What’s the 
best thing that happened to you 
this semester?”

Matt Sullivan, senior economics 
and environmental studies major 

“ My  f av o r i t e  p a r t  o f  t h i s 
semester has been seeing the 
arts coming back to Chapel Hill. 
Everything from concerts at Cat’s 
Cradle, to student photographers 
and their work, it’s been awesome 
to see the creative side of Chapel 
Hill again. Even the little things 
like listening to a student band 
before a football game has made 
this semester so much more fun.”

Lilly Gornto, first-year biology 
major 

“My favorite part of this semester 
was watching the leaves change 
colors. UNC’s campus is beautiful 

regardless, but there’s something 
special about seeing all the fall 
leaves as you’re walking to class.”

Jessica Igollo-Ogele, first-year 
nursing and psychology major  

“I think the best thing that’s 
happened to me this semester is my 
first-year seminar because it was so easy 
to make friends in a smaller setting and 
it really showed me how small UNC can 
become if I try to put myself out there.”

Erin Ma, first-year computer 
science major 

“I don’t think there would be 
a specific thing or event that was 
the “best thing,” but I think the 
best thing about this semester is 
how open everyone on campus 
has been. Because of everyone’s 
friendliness, it was easier for me to 
interact with everyone and make 
more friends and therefore make 
Carolina more enjoyable.”

Mike Hostutler, first-year public 
policy major

“The best thing that happened to me 
this semester was meeting all the people 
on my hall and making new friends.”

D y l a n  M e l i s a r a t o s ,  s e n i o r 
business administration major 

“Quite honestly, the return to 
campus for class, football games 
and basketball games was the best 
thing that happened to me this 
semester. Being able to make new 
friends and see friends who I had 
not met over the past year made me 
really appreciate UNC for what it 
is and makes me a bit nostalgic as 
I enter my final semester here as 
a senior.”

Arden Riddle, junior history 
major 

“I  would say the best  thing 
that happened this semester was 
when we won the Wake Forest 
game. Getting to storm the field 
was so fun.”

DTH/CYNTHIA LIU
Dylan Melisaratos (middle), a senior business administration major, poses 
for a portrait with his friends James Toole and Matthew Sullivan at the Old 
Well on Monday, Nov. 29.

By Hadley Chapman
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dailytarheel

FACULTY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Fall favorites, from football to photography 

DTH/KENNEDY COX
Wilson Library, pictured on Monday, Nov. 29. UNC Libraries is facing $5 mil-
lion in budget cuts over the next two fiscal years.

For every conflict the University 
has faced in 2021, faculty members 
on the Faculty Council and Faculty 
Executive Committee have weighed 
in on how UNC should navigate 
these challenges.

Faculty governance has paid 
attention to the UNC’s COVID-
19 policies,  monetary issues, 
community mental health and 
academic freedom. 

At an August meeting, the FEC also 
shared their concerns with Chancellor 
Kevin Guskiewicz and Executive Vice 
Chancellor and Provost Bob Blouin that 
communications surrounding plans for 
reopening campus were unclear. 

Jill Moore, current secretary of the 
faculty, said she expects the pandemic 
to continue to be at the forefront of 
faculty governance conversations.

“We’re going to be continuing to look 
at the pandemic and how it’s affected our 
entire community, faculty, students and 
staff, and what it means for operations 
going forward,” she said. “The faculty has 

a keen interest in all of that and will want 
to continue to have a voice in it.”

The University’s budget was 
a frequent topic of conversation 
among faculty governance.

Chief Financial Officer and Vice 
Chancellor for Finance and Operations 
Nate Knuffman presented a plan to 
balance the University budget to the 
Faculty Council in March. 

Knuffman announced UNC schools 
and departments will face a 1.5 percent 
cut to personnel funds and a 7.5 percent 
cut to operational funds in the 2021 
and 2022 fiscal years. 

The Faculty Executive Committee 
held a meeting in October to discuss 
the University’s response to the 
mental health crisis on campus. 

“Our Faculty Council and Faculty 
Executive Committee is trying to 
urge our chancellor and the UNC 
leaders to have significant days in 
Spring 2022 when we could have 
mental health days,” Deb Aikat said.

The committee also discussed 
how the University could broaden 
and strengthen its mental health 
support. It considered solutions like 
increasing the number of counselors 

who are representative of the student 
body and training faculty, staff and 
teaching assistants to hear student 
distress and respond appropriately. 

Fa c u l t y  g o v e r n a n c e  a l s o 
encountered issues related to 
academic freedom this year. 

In July, the Faculty Council held an 
emergency meeting to discuss fears 
that the Board of Trustees, Board of 
Governors and others were planning 
to remove Guskiewicz from his role as 
UNC’s chancellor.

The council passed a resolution 
affirming their confidence in 
Guskiewicz and emphasizing the 
need for faculty to be considered 
when it comes to leadership.

Aikat and 12 others abstained during 
that resolution vote. He said other 
matters concerning faculty of color — 
as well as Nikole Hannah-Jones’ tenure 
application — did not receive as much 
attention or swift response. 

In May, the UNC Board of Trustees 
initially failed to approve the tenure 
of Hannah-Jones as the Knight Chair 
in Race and Investigative Journalism 
at the Hussman School of Journalism 
and Media. 

Chairperson Mimi Chapman 
wrote a letter in June urging the UNC 
community members to speak up on 
the issue.

“You only have to agree that 

faculty voices must govern the tenure 
process for academic integrity to 
have meaning,” she wrote.

By Emily Orland and Claire Tynan 
Senior Writers

university@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dailytarheel

YEAR IN REVIEW

Reflecting on the return to campus after two years away

DTH/MAKAYLA KEY
Students have group discussions in 
a public policy course on Nov. 29 in 
Alumni Hall.

Twitter: @dailytarheel

By Natalie Varma
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

This semester, students and 
faculty returned to complete their 
first full in-person semester in 
almost two years.

Fall 2019 was the last time UNC had 
a fully in-person semester. After over 
a year of operating remotely, students 
and faculty have had to adjust back to 
in-person learning, while balancing 
new teaching formats brought on by 
the virtual transition. 

Diante Fields ,  a  first-year 
majoring in biology, said it was 
difficult moving from online learning 
back to in-person classes.

“I would say coming back in person 
was a bit hard because this online 
education is very superficial and for us 
to come back in person full blast is like a 
whole different atmosphere,” Fields said.

Fields said he enjoyed online 
learning because of the flexibility it 
gave him in his daily schedule. 

To help students adjust to the 
in-person return this semester, 
some professors have implemented 
remote options to give students a 
mix of both types of learning. 

Victoria Song, a junior majoring 
in environmental studies and 
business administration, said 
these class options have been a 
good balance between the value of 
the in-person experience and the 
flexibility of remote learning. 

“I think I realized that I really 
appreciate that some classes were 
in-person but could sometimes operate 
on a hybrid basis,” Song said. “Like 
if you were sick or something, you 
could Zoom in and the professor could 
incorporate you into the class.”

Some professors have also changed 
the structure of their classes around 
the pandemic, specifically when it 
comes to the use of technology.

Alexandra Goldych, a graduate 
teaching fellow in the department of 
romance studies, said she uses online 
textbooks and powerpoints in her 

classroom more often now than prior 
to the pandemic.

John Albrite, a graduate teaching 
fellow in the department of English 
and comparative literature, said 
that he began using Sakai as an 
information hub during the pandemic, 
and continued using it this semester — 
although his students don’t necessarily 
need to rely on it anymore. 

Albrite said that he generally 
prefers teaching in person because 
it allows him to better assess any 
questions or confusions, rather than 
just talking into a void. 

“I feel like being back in person has 
helped me have a better gauge of if 
students are understanding the class, if 
they are interested in what we’re talking 
about,” Albrite said. 

In-person learning also allows 
for opportunities that can’t be done 
remotely. Fields said being in person 
has helped him with classes that 
have a physical learning component.  

Now that most students have 
returned to campus, more in-person 

Students share the best thing that happened to them this semester
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FIELD HOCKEY

Difficult season dooms UNC’s hopes for title

The team plans to focus 
on their gameplay and 

strength in the offseason
By Kaitlyn Schmidt

Senior Writer
sports@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dthsports

GRIDIRON ANALYSIS

This year didn’t pan out as expected for football

DTH FILE/HELEN MCGINNIS
UNC junior quarterback Sam Howell (7) hands the ball to graduate student 
running back Ty Chandler (19) at the game against Georgia State on Sept. 11 
at Kenan Stadium. UNC won 59-17.

Friday night, things looked great for 
the North Carolina football team with 
02:12 left in the game. Up 30-21, fans 
were optimistic that the Tar Heels would 
come away from Carter-Finley Stadium 
victorious against No. 20 N.C. State.

All of a sudden, the team started 
to come apart. UNC allowed two 
touchdowns just 24 seconds apart 
from each other and even let N.C. State 
recover the rarely successful onside 
kick. Just like that, what looked to be 
a promising outcome turned into the 
team’s sixth loss of the season, putting 
them at an even 6-6 record.

In reality, UNC’s loss against the 
Wolfpack was a microcosm of their 
season as a whole.

The team came into the season 

ranked 10th in the nation, with 
junior quarterback and Heisman 
hopeful Sam Howell under center. 
In head coach Mack Brown’s third 
season back in Chapel Hill, the 
team looked to turn a corner and 
find its place among college football 
powerhouses. Optimism surrounded 
the team based on its performance 
in the Orange Bowl at the end of 
last season, reflected in UNC’s lofty 
preseason ranking.

There were signs from the beginning, 
though, that it would be difficult for the 
Tar Heels to match their success from 
the previous campaign.

The defense struggled to get stops 
most of the year, as the 31.6 points per 
game it allowed was two points worse 
than its mark from last season. The 
team also went 0-5 on the road, which 
kept it from being a real threat to most 
of the ranked teams that it faced.

After mustering just 10 points in 
its season-opening loss to Virginia 
Tech, the team dropped 14 spots in 
the rankings. The Tar Heels seemed to 
bounce back briefly with back-to-back 

59-point outings at home. The through 
line in these games, though, was the 39 
points UNC surrendered to Virginia 
with the Cavaliers’ quarterback, 
Brennan Armstrong, throwing 554 
yards on the UNC defense.

UNC then traveled to Georgia Tech 
and was dominated in a 23-point loss, 
which knocked them out of the top-25 
where the team would never return. 
The season couldn’t get more up and 
down from there, as the team would 
not win or lose in consecutive weeks 
after this game.

UNC had its moments throughout 
the season. The most important win of 
its season came against Wake Forest, 
as they topped the Demon Deacons, 
58-55. It was the team’s only win against 
a ranked opponent, as the team fell just 
short against other top-25 opponents.

After its win against Wofford, UNC 
clinched bowl game eligibility. Its 
opponent remains to be seen, but the 
team has an opportunity to notch one 
last meaningful win in what might be 
the last game of the Sam Howell era.

After their bowl game, the Tar 

Heels will get a clean slate in 2022, 
when the team will get the chance to 
completely move on from the explosive 
2020 team and rebuild once again.

UNC then traveled to Georgia Tech 
and was dominated in a 23-point loss, 
which knocked them out of the top-25 

where the team would never return. 
The season couldn’t get more up and 
down from there, as the team would 
not win or lose in consecutive weeks 
after this game.

DTH FILE/HELEN MCGINNIS
Senior forward Meredith Sholder (2) runs with the ball at the field hockey game 
against Louisville on Oct. 22 a Karen Shelton Stadium. UNC lost 2-3 in overtime.

North Carolina field hockey head 
coach Karen Shelton calls herself 
“a bit of a poker player,” and for her 
team, every season is just like another 
game of Texas Hold ’em.

The team plays with the cards 
they’re dealt, and for the past several 
years, the Tar Heels won the pot to the 

tune of a 65-1 record and three straight 
national championships. During the 
team’s 2021 campaign, though, UNC 
was given an unlucky hand.

With nine away games — compared 
to only six in its extended COVID-19 
season last year — and an inexperienced 
defense, UNC struggled this season, 
which crushed its chances of earning a 
fourth consecutive NCAA title.

Coming off the high of winning the 
national title at Karen Shelton Stadium 
in May, the Tar Heels entered the new 
season ranked No. 1 in the preseason 
poll. But after playing two of its Final 
Four opponents in a season-opening 
tournament, UNC dropped its first two 
games to give the team its worst start 
since 1992.

UNC continued to struggle in the 
backfield, giving up 31 points on the 
regular season and suffering four 
additional losses — two that left UNC 
scoreless. North Carolina’s rankings 
dipped to No. 10 by week six, which 
gave the team a more difficult draw in 
the ACC Tournament.

“If we had done better in the 
beginning of the year, we might have 
had a better draw,” Shelton said. “So we 
had to play the hand we were dealt.”

Instead of getting a bye for the 
quarterfinals — like the team had 
done each year since 2018 — the 
Tar Heels had to fight through three 
straight days of field hockey en route 
to another ACC championship. 

But playing for three straight days 
combined with flight delays left them 
exhausted and ill-prepared for the 
NCAA tournament only five days after.

“We definitely did have a target on 
our backs,” senior forward Meredith 
Sholder said. “When the (NCAA 
Tournament) bracket came out, 
the announcer was like, ‘Can North 
Carolina be taken out?’ So it definitely 
was all eyes on us.”

The first round tournament bout 
against Northwestern saw snow and 
a tough defensive battle for the Tar 
Heels. North Carolina endured three 
quarters of field hockey before the 
defense folded in the fourth and the 
Wildcats tapped in a shot with less 
than 12 minutes left in the game.

Desperate to score, UNC then 
pulled the keeper in favor of an 
extra field player. In its last three 
games,  however,  the strategy 
was unsuccessful, and this trend 
continued against Northwestern.

Even with an extra player in the 
Wildcats’ scoring third, UNC shot two 
balls unsuccessfully and Northwestern 
fired into the open cage with just three 
minutes left in regulation.

And just like that, the odds of 
UNC advancing to the second 
round of the tournament vanished. 
Just over a week later, Northwestern 
lifted the championship trophy UNC 
was so accustomed to holding.

The Tar Heels didn’t play their cards 
right this season; in attempts to adjust 
to a normal season after COVID-19, 
the extra travel, cold weather, bad 
rankings and different defensive 
dynamics took a toll on the team.

With the offseason officially in place, 
the athletes will get to experience a 
more typical spring that should help 
the team fully recover for 2022.

This period of recuperation — 
along with returning three of the 
four of its senior starters and adding 
recruits that pose offensive threats — 
leaves UNC with a full house.

So, come next year, the cards, 
the odds and luck might be in 
UNC’s favor. 

Optimism surrounded 
the then-No. 10 Tar 

Heels in August
By Jeremiah Holloway

Assistant Sports Editor
sports@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @jerem11ah

IN-PERSON COVERAGE

PJ Morales

By PJ Morales
Sports Editor

sports@dailytarheel.com

A few weeks ago, the UNC men’s 
basketball team told members of the 
media some important news.

For the rest of the season, whenever 
a road venue was hosting in-person 
press conferences, the Tar Heels would 
do those instead of the postgame 
Zoom press calls that had become 
commonplace during the pandemic.

Naturally, as the sports editor of 
a college newspaper with limited 
resources who had spent most of 
the past two years adjusting to life 
through a Zoom gallery, I was upset.

If anything, Zoom had made my 
and my writers’ jobs easier. Instead of 
worrying about missing out on basketball 
coverage if we couldn’t send our writers to 
L.A. or Connecticut on a busy Tuesday, 

Column: Here’s to moving past Zoom and into the real world of sports media

Twitter: @pjdaman12
DTH FILE/MARIS AVA CRUZ

we were always within a URL’s reach of 
a press conference, interview for a story 
or anything we needed.

After I heard the news, my mind 
began running with questions: Were 
my writers available to travel? How 
would I organize all the replacements if 
I needed them? Would we miss games?

Then, in that haze of stress and 
speed-spiraling, a thought hit me — I 
had, and still have, never been to a live 
postgame press conference before.

After writing just a handful of stories 
as a first-year in spring 2020, everything 
went online — my journalism career 
included. I’ve spent pretty much every 
moment of my life since that shutdown 
doing sports writing or editing of some 
kind all from the comfort of my own 
computer screen.

But that’s changing now, and I’m 
scared because the new normal is all 
I know.

Most of my time at both UNC and 
the DTH has been conducted through a 
monitor and a camera, not among other 
students or journalists. I still haven’t 
covered a football game in-person. 
What does that say about my time 
doing this thing I love? Does it make 
my journalism career any less real? Did 
being a student at Zoom University, 
watching my professors do math or 
discuss history on a small collection 
of pixels, make that experience, or any 
experience, less … real?

Well, hold on, think about what 
we did.

We, the students at an often-outdated 
University, made a fairly seamless 
transition to fully online learning. In a 
matter of weeks, we were able to take our 
entire learning experience virtual, not by 
choice, but by necessity.

Gradually, things have started going 
back to normal — and for good reason. 

Classes are often better when students 
are in a learning environment, building 
a rapport with their professors and 
peers. Press conferences are better 
when you can sense how a room is 
feeling, especially when a deafening 
silence gives a reporter’s bombshell 
question that extra oomf.

I’m excited to attend my first 
in-person press conference, but I’m 
still scared. I’m scared because I got 
comfortable with how things worked. 
I got used to the change, and now it’s 
changing back on me.

But if this pandemic and this year 
have taught me anything, it’s that the 
world is always calling to you — always 
— whether that’s through a desk in 
Phillips Hall, a press podium in the 
Dean Smith Center or even a gallery of 
faces on a Zoom call.
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How Hubert Davis is succeeding a legend

DTH GRAPHIC/JODIE LONDONO
During his time at UNC, Williams was resposible for many different accomplishments which are pictured above.

When do you know it’s time?
Is it when, after nearly 30 years of 

dominance, a first-round win is no 
longer promised?

Is it when naysayers insist your 
once-foolproof formula is no longer 
effective — when two brute bigs on 
the low blocks can get played off the 
court by 6-foot-3 forwards that shoot 
the lights out? 

Or, is it when transfer rules 
open the doors for roster volatility, 
potentially limiting your impact 
to develop high school kids into 
not only future All-Americans, but 
young men who prepare to tackle the 
challenges of the real world?

For Roy Williams, those questions 
were answered when the Hall of Fame 
basketball coach played a not-so-funny 
April Fools’ Day joke and retired as the 
head coach of the North Carolina men’s 
basketball team. When he sunk into his 
seat at the podium, he admitted, with 
tears in his eyes, that he felt he was “no 
longer the right man for the job.” 

With 903 wins — 485 during 
his UNC tenure — three national 
championships and a sea of Carolina 
Blue suits, ties and Jordans that 
became just as synonymous to 
his persona as his white hair and 
Asheville drawl, finding someone 
even more qualified than Williams 
should have been daunting.

Instead, the Tar Heels stayed in the 
“family” — and came away with what 
they believed was the next best thing.

After resisting the temptation 

The former head coach 
retired in April of 2021, 
but his legacy remains

By Hunter Nelson
Assistant Sports Editor

sports@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @hunternelson_1 

to explore accomplished external 
candidates and offer them a blank 
check to operate what many consider 
one of the premier coaching positions 
in college sports, UNC handed the 
reins to assistant coach Hubert Davis, 
who has been tied to the University 
since playing under Dean Smith 
from 1988-1992. The thought process 
didn’t last long, either. 

Just five days after Williams sat 
at the table with sadness, Davis 
stepped in with a smile.

While the hire clearly indicated 
the program wanted to stick to its 
traditional principles, it also reflected 
the Tar Heels’ focus of shifting toward 
the modern era of college basketball. 

In addition to the play style 
changing to a more pace-and-space, 
perimeter-oriented game — Davis 
is probably grinning as the holder of 
the third-best three-point percentage 
in NBA history — college teams have 
begun trusting former NBA players to 
lead their alma maters, such as Penny 
Hardaway and Juwan Howard at 
Memphis and Michigan, respectively. 
Using his professional pedigree and 
ESPN affiliation, where his stint once 
helped him become Williams’ top 
recruiter, Davis has wasted little time 
retooling the North Carolina program. 

Although some outliers exist 
— talking to you, Cam Johnson — 
Williams was never one to rely too 

heavily on the transfer portal. But 
in 2021, with restrictions eased and 
former blue-chippers moving from 
coast to coast, joining the brigade 
became a necessity to compete at a 
high level. 

In just a matter of months, Davis 
brought in graduate forward Brady 
Manek, a near 1500-point scorer at 
Oklahoma, and sophomore forward 
Dawson Garcia, a former McDonald’s 
All-American. Both have been valuable 
contributors to the Tar Heels’ 4-2 start, 
averaging double figures in scoring and 
shooting a combined 19-45 from deep.

Anyone that interacts with Davis off 
the court will be the first to tell you he’s 
courteous and cordial. His personality 

often illuminates any room he steps 
into, and while being a man of faith and 
morals, he is always keen on making 
someone laugh.

When he’s pacing the sidelines, 
though, he’s first and foremost a 
competitor. If a player comes off a 
screen hesitant to shoot, the soft-
spoken Davis will turn up the noise. 
Same goes for missing an open man 
or making a late defensive rotation.

As Davis works his way through his 
first season, there are sure to be some 
growing pains. Through six games thus 
far, some may have already developed. 
While the offense — averaging 83.2 
points per game — has been resurrected 
after two dormant campaigns filled 
with growing pains and COVID-19 
wonkiness, the defense has taken a 
significant step back.

After holding opponents to under 
70 points per game last season, UNC is 
now surrendering 78.7 per contest. The 
Tar Heels haven’t exactly been playing 
any world-beaters either, as aside from 
facing now-No. 2 Purdue and No. 13 
Tennessee at the Hall of Fame Tipoff 
two weeks ago, they have allowed the 
likes of Brown and Charleston to carve 
them up and score at will.

In the coming weeks, Davis will 
have several chances to put the first 
stamp on his resume, including 
Wednesday versus No. 24 Michigan 
and Dec. 18 against No. 5 UCLA.

Following in the footsteps of a legend 
is never easy, and for someone with no 
previous head coaching experience, 
that task is harder than ever.

But Davis knows there is still room 
for his team to grow, and even more 
room for the fanbase to believe ...

And ultimately, let the college 
basketball world know the time is his. 
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FOOTBALL MEN’S BASKETBALL

After silencing stadium, 
UNC hears all the noise

Tar Heels win but 
struggle with control

DTH/IRA WILDER
UNC senior running back British Brooks (24) catches a long pass during the 
game against N.C. State at Carter Finley Stadium in Raleigh on Nov. 26.

RALEIGH, N.C. — With 2:12 to 
play, the once-deafening crowd of 
Wolfpack faithful hung in silence as 
students began to file out of Carter-
Finley Stadium.

For 58 minutes against No. 20 
N.C. State on Friday night, the North 
Carolina football team slowly exorcised 
many of the demons that spiraled its 
season out of control before it even 
began. When kicker Grayson Atkins 
boomed a 50-yard field goal to extend 
the lead to nine in the fourth quarter, 
the celebration had already begun 
on the UNC sideline. Several players 
even trickled onto the field, seeming 

to stake ownership of the turf they had 
dominated for most of the night. 

Less than 15 minutes of real time 
later, though, rather than Tar Heel 
players hanging back to relish their 
gutsy win, the gridiron was swarmed 
by the remaining mob of N.C. State 
students that believed its team could 
pull off a feat that hadn’t been done 
in college football this season. 

After busted coverage allowed 
N.C. State’s Emeka Emezie to get 
loose for a 64-yard touchdown, 
t h e  Wo l f p a c k  r e c o v e r e d  a n 
onside kick before Emezie caught 
another dagger to put his team 
ahead, leading to UNC’s stunning 
34-30 defeat.

“We did everything you could 
possibly do wrong with two minutes 

left to not finish the game,” head 
coach Mack Brown said.

Despite the defense compiling a 
season-high six sacks, the Tar Heels’ 
victories couldn’t dodge the reality of 
a surefire win slipping away in front 
of their very eyes.

The defense will likely receive the 
brunt of the blame for Friday’s epic 
collapse, but at times, the offense 
didn’t do the team any favors. 

Howell and senior running back 
British Brooks paced the Tar Heels’ 
rushing attack that finished with 
297 yards on the ground, but when 
UNC marched inside the Wolfpack 
five-yard line looking to build a dou-
ble-digit lead with eight minutes left, 
three straight pass plays were called 
– all resulting in incompletions – and 
the unit settled for a field goal.

“I thought on offense we had some 
chances to put the game away, and I 
didn’t make some plays there at the 
end,” Howell said.

Entering the season as the 
nation’s tenth-best team, UNC fin-
ishes year three of the Mack Brown 
era at 6-6 – the same position it 
ended year one. For a group that 
once aspired to compete for an 
ACC Championship, the Tar Heels’ 
mediocre record was always going 
to give them the scraps of whatever 
bowl game was left, regardless of 
Friday’s outcome. 

“I’ve never seen anything like 
that,”  Brown said. “I ’ve got to 
do a better job – I’m really dis-
appointed in me that our team 
doesn’t win that game.

By Hunter Nelson
Assistant Sports Editor

sports@dailytarheel.com

By Jeremiah Holloway
Assistant Sports Editor

sports@dailytarheel.com

DTH/JONATHAN GILYARD
Sophomore guard Caleb Love (2) 
looks for a clear pass at the game 
against UNCA on Nov. 23.

North Carolina’s men’s basketball 
got back in the win column in 
Tuesday’s 72-53 win against UNC 
Asheville, but the team still showed 
much room for improvement.

Entering the game, the Tar Heels 
only led their opponents at the half 
one time this season: their season 
opener against Loyola Maryland. 
UNC never trailed Asheville, leading 
by as many as 22 at one point.

By the game’s end, the team shot 
49 percent from the field and made 
half of its 3-pointers en route to a 
19-point victory. 

Typically, these are indicators of 
cleanly-played basketball games, 
but that was not the case for North 
Carolina on Tuesday.

In their opening possession, the 
Tar Heels committed a shot clock 

violation, and the next time down, 
they threw it away on an errant pass 
out of bounds. For the remainder of 
the period, the team seemed to take 
better care of the ball, finishing the 
first 20 minutes with six giveaways 
to eight assists. 

The second half, however, went 
south for UNC’s ball control. An 
assortment of misplayed fast breaks 
and offensive fouls played into many 
of the team’s errors, but the full-
court trap that the Bulldogs brought 
out also made it difficult on North 
Carolina’s guards.

As a result of the trapping defense, 
the Tar Heels finished the game with 
18 turnovers and Asheville scored 19 
points on those giveaways.

The team’s usually high-scoring 
offense – averaging 85.4 points per 
game before Tuesday – scored 13 
points under its mark. The scoring 
was highlighted by junior forward 
Armando Bacot’s game-high 22 
points, though he was one of just two 
double-digit scorers for the team, the 
other being sophomore RJ Davis.

UNC did display its ability to 
control a game, getting out to an 
early lead and never looking back. 
While the early mistakes made it 
difficult for the Tar Heels to break 
away from the Bulldogs even further, 
the team did manage to stay on top 
from the get-go.

The team now averages 13.5 
turnovers per game, a number the 
team must cut back on heading 
into conference play — or sooner, 
with a matchup against the No. 24 
Michigan Wolverines set for next 
Wednesday.

Twitter: @hunternelson_1 Twitter: @jerem11ah
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COLUMN

By Caitlyn Yaede
Columnist

The link between politics and 
higher education is hard to ignore. 
Campus life — in and outside of 
the classroom — is shrouded with 
rigorous debate over ongoing social 
and political issues and how these 
issues touch the lives of students.

By its very nature, academia goes 
hand in hand with politics. Students 
are trained in critical thinking and 
analysis and practice approaching 
complex topics with nuance and a 
widened perspective. We are bred to 
engage in a political world.

But student involvement in politics 
does not always mirror that of their 
universities, creating a stark duality 
of political ideologies in higher 
education: overwhelmingly progressive 
student bodies and the conservative, 
elite institutions they belong to.

At their core, colleges and universities 
were built into — and intended to 
perpetuate — systems of oppression. 
History shows us that higher education 
was created to serve and insulate 
white and wealthy men from the rest 
of society. Many academics point to 
Harvard University as an example, 
whose first graduating class consisted 
of nine white, Christian men, ranked 
by their familial status in society rather 
than their academic performance.

For Harvard and the universities that 
followed, access to these institutions 
was severely and intentionally limited. 
In “Reflections on Elite Education: In a 
just world, would the college I teach at 
exist?” Swarthmore College professor 
Jonny Thakkar paints a similar picture of 
elitism at both Swarthmore and Oxford. 
Thakkar recognizes that the goal of 
higher education is serving a privileged 
elite class of students, and that faculty 
have no choice but to remain complicit 
as institutional inequities unravel.

“You either play the hand you’re 
dealt or you quit. If you do stay, then 
you have to acknowledge that the 
sociological function of elite colleges 
in nonideal America will always be to 
produce an unfairly privileged elite,” 
he wrote in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education.

However, discussions about politics on 

college campuses today typically exist in 
the form of complaints about liberalism 
among students. In the podcast “You’re 
Wrong About,” authors Michael Hobbes 
and Sarah Marshall debunk the idea of 
“political correctness” as it arose on elite 
college campuses.

They use the term “moral panic” to 
describe worries about students and 
professors being the subjects of liberal 
or Marxist indoctrination in the 1980s. 
By describing these worries as a moral 
panic, Hobbes and Marshall point out 
that there is no longstanding, sustained 
evidence of higher education being “too 
liberal” — only anecdotal evidence 
that has consumed America’s image of 
college campuses as more radical than 
reality would suggest.

Concerns over liberalism among 
students eventually evolved into concerns 
over higher education being overcome by 
far-left ideologies — although we know 
this to be far from the truth.

Using elite, private colleges and 

universities as examples, however, 
ignores the similar role that public 
universities play in upholding these 
same systems of classism, sexism and 
racism — and UNC perfectly embodies 
the duality between conservative roots 
and progressive students and faculty.

As the nation’s first public university, 
UNC opened its doors to exclusively 
white men. It was not until 1897 — 
over 100 years after the University’s 
founding — that the first woman 
(it might go without saying, a white 
woman) was admitted to UNC for 
postgraduate studies.

The University did not begin to 
desegregate until 1951, when a court 
ruled that UNC School of Law could 
not exclude Black students. This ruling 
rippled into the College of Arts and 
Sciences by the middle of the decade.

For  decades  later,  de  fac to 
segregation kept Black students living 
predominately on South Campus and 
white students on North Campus. 
Today, the predominately white and 
conservative Board of Trustees and 
Board of Governors have been to blame 
for national controversies, such as the 
handling of a Confederate monument 
on campus and the initial failure to 
offer tenure to the talented and awarded 
Black journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones. 

Coupled with a long history of 
discrimination and exclusion that 
can be traced back to the University’s 
founding, UNC’s roots mirror those of 
its private and elite counterparts.

Despite this, students have given new 
meaning to these institutions over time. 
Young people come to Chapel Hill to be 
exposed to new ideas, become politically 
aware and form salient opinions for 
perhaps the first time in their lives. 
As a result, campus life has become a 
beacon for left-wing political activism, 

including student organizations to 
promote prison abolition, racial equity 
and LGBTQ+ inclusivity. 

Thus, the dichotomy is born. 
Students are advancing progressive 
ideas in a vacuum of conservatism and 
within the limits of archaic institutions.

Beyond the historical ways that 
conservatism seeps into higher 
education, politics has other ways 
of impacting the University and its 
students. You might recall former 
UNC-System President Tom Ross, 
who was forced to resign in 2015. The 
Board of Governors — which oversees 
all UNC-System schools — is selected 
by the N.C. General Assembly. 

The NCGA became majority 
Republican in 2010, and as these 
Republicans were sworn in the next 
year, they inevitably impacted the 

There’s no better 
way to put it — 
the outdoor tents 
that have invaded 
campus are ugly. 
They are blight on 
the campus greens 

that normally are home to several 
quad-sitting students, puppies and 
people slacklining between the 
oaks. Although they provide quick, 
outdoor study spaces, with the cold 
weather approaching, they are likely 
to go unused and are effectively 
rendered obsolete. It’s time to 
do away with these architectural 
disappointments — let’s leave the 
big tops to the circus.

Quick Hits

With people 
traveling during 
Thanksgiving and 
Winter Break and 
the onset of several 
illnesses (COVID-19 
variants included),  
professors providing 

grace and leniency regarding final 
exams is something that has not 
gone unnoticed by students. Several 
professors have made their final 
exams take-home, online or even 
just final presentations over Zoom. 
The flexibility afforded by these 
changes is sure to reduce stress and 
make the already arduous finals 
process a little bit easier on students.

Several members 
of higher 
administration 
have stepped 
down from their 
positions or 
resigned. Though 

the administrative turnover can 
provide new opportunities for fresh, 
new perspectives on UNC-related 
issues from incoming personnel, 
the tumult presented by so many 
absences at once can throw a system 
that was already struggling into 
further chaos. We are excited to 
see what new administration can 
bring — and hopefully await more 
transparency from UNC’s leadership.

Outdoor tents on campus Administrative absencesOnline final exams

political landscape of the UNC System. 
Tom Ross, who became president 
as a Democrat in 2011, was asked to 
resign in 2015. It did not take long 
for accusations to emerge about his 
resignation — many believe it was a 
symptom of his political affiliation on 
an overwhelmingly conservative Board.

Ross’ resignation is merely one more 
symptom of politics and higher education 
being inherently and intentionally linked 
— and the NCGA’s appointment of the 
BOG is just one political tool to ensure 
this link remains intact.

“So long as politicians are involved 
in selecting the BOG members (and I 
don’t see how to change that), politics 
will invariably be a significant factor in 
the oversight of UNC,” Rob Schofield, 
director of N.C. Policy Watch, said. 

“What’s changed in recent years isn’t 
that politicians have become involved, 
it’s that the politicians in power have 
embraced an aggressive, hard-right 
ideology that rejects many basic 
assumptions that had been a part of 
broader societal consensus.”

The influence of right-wing ideas 
in higher education has not gone 
unnoticed. At UNC and across the 
country — whether private or public, 
small or large — students protest 
against the very institutions that 
they attend. Young people rally for 
progressive ideas and are constantly 
seeking ways to uproot the conservative 
foundations on which many American 
universities stand. But to do so means 
to be aware of the history of higher 
education in the U.S.

“To think about what an institution 
should be for, we have to ask how it 
would best fit in the wider whole of 
which it is a part,” Thakkar said.

This means that we — as students 
and as advocates — cannot ignore the 
systemic factors working against us 
when we attempt to bring sweeping 
changes to our universities. We 
cannot forget that higher education 
was designed to serve and create a 
privileged group of Americans.

We can no longer accept symbolic 
awards from University leaders as 
progress; instead, our actions should 
thoughtfully attempt to dismantle the 
elitism that makes up higher education.

EDITORIAL

UNC’s campus decisions fell short

DTH/IRA WILDER
The front entrance and sign to the South Building is pictured on Nov. 17, 2021. 

We are finally near the end of many 
students’ first semester on campus, 
following a virtual year induced by 
COVID-19.

This fall has not been without 
hurdles as  students — and the 
University — grappled with a return 
to on-campus living and in-person 
learning. The administration is in a 
crucial situation where its policies 
are especially important to students 
and have been known to disappoint 
the campus community in the past.

It’s time to look back and evaluate 
how well UNC responded to the 
challenges it faced this year.

COVID-19 Response

While COVID-19 is not unique to this 
semester, it is the first time the University 
had to accommodate a full return to 
campus during the ongoing pandemic. 
UNC’s policies, however, did not reflect 
the urgency needed to manage this.

Students returned to campus with 
no vaccine mandate in place, although 
other public and private universities 
across the country have proven the 
feasibility of one. Classrooms were 
filled to pre-COVID-19 numbers while 
professors who wished to teach online 
required approval. 

Long testing lines for unvaccinated 
and asymptomatic students stretched 
across the Pit, and COVID-19 clusters 
emerged in residence halls within 
weeks of move-in.

Even now, as cases on campus 
remain low, the University has 
skated by doing the bare minimum 
to protect students.

Institutionalized racism

In the wake of Nikole Hannah-
Jones’ declining of UNC’s delayed 
tenured offer to join the faculty, the 
University has done little to show 
that it values its faculty of color. A 
predominately white administration 
and Board of Trustees has remained 
silent on issues of racial injustice, 
whi le  s tudent  leaders  ca l l  for 
systemic changes.

T h i s  i n c l u d e s  h i r i n g  a n d 
retaining Black and Indigenous 
faculty and other faculty of color, 
ensuring that students of color are 
represented in the administration 
and in support services, eliminating 
law enforcement  from campus 
as they have repeatedly targeted 
Black students and accelerating 
the renaming of campus buildings 
named after white supremacists.

Retaining faculty of color

As tenure-track faculty leave the 
University for other institutions, 
UNC has done little to improve 
working conditions for professors. 

In the wake of  the Hannah-
Jones’ tenure debacle, UNC also 
lost  several  prominent  fac ulty 
of color including Kia Caldwell, 
former professor of African, African 
American and diaspora studies, 
Malinda Maynor Lowery, former 
director of the Center for the Study 
of the American South, and Sibby 
A n d e r s o n -T h o m p k i n s ,  f o r m e r 
chancellor for equity and inclusion 
and interim chief diversity officer.

G o i n g  f o r w a r d ,  w e  n e e d  t o 
demand that UNC not only value 
the labor of professors — especially 
t h o s e  f r o m  u n d e r r e p r e s e n t e d 
communities — across departments, 
but also increase the research, 
d e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  l e a d e r s h i p 
oppor tuni t ies  that  make  UNC 
appealing for prospective hires.

Mental health

Student wellness has not been 
prioritized by UNC, and this semester 
clearly reflects that. As students 
mourned the loss of their peers, the 
University sent messages referring 
them to CAPS — symbolic gestures 
directing them to a resource not 
well equipped to meet mental health 
demand on campus.

Meanwhi le ,  CAPS genera l ly 
provides only short-term care and 
referrals to off-campus and often costly 
long-term counselors.

When it comes to mental health, 
students have been left in the dark.

When it comes to fostering safe 
and healthy routines  amid the 
pandemic, UNC has done little to 
aid the process.

When it comes to anti-racism, UNC 
has proven that it does not value the 
voices of Black students and faculty.

When it  comes to  retaining 
professors, the University has failed 
to create a sustainable teaching and 
working environment.

U N C ’s  p o l i c i e s  h a v e  f a l l e n 
short, showing that students and 
faculty are not a priority for the 
administration.
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EDITORIAL

Compliance with Clery Act isn’t enough
Earlier this month, UNC sent out an 

Alert Carolina notification regarding 
multiple sexual assaults reported at 
Granville Towers. The three reported 
assaults all involved the same accused 
person, according to the Alert Carolina.

Although the assaults span from 
August to October, the University 
sent the alert to students on Nov. 19, 
the day they received the third report. 
And even then, the notification 
claimed there was no immediate 
threat to the community, despite 
recognizing the pattern of behavior 
being exhibited by the perpetrator.

Perhaps most unusually, the Alert 
Carolina cited the Jeanne Clery Act 
and UNC’s abidance as a reason for 
the notification being sent widely to 
students. Established in 1990, the Clery 
Act is a federal statute that sets guidelines 
for how colleges and universities collect 
and report crime data.

The act sets a number of standards 
for dealing with crime on college 
c a m p u s e s ,  f r o m  p r e v e n t a t i v e 
education to ensuring that policies and 
procedures for dealing with crime are 
made publicly available.

The timely warning and emergency 
notification standards begin to 

explain why UNC sent this Alert 
Carolina message when it did. The 
Clery Act states that colleges and 
universities must evaluate the threat 
posed to students and, in a timely 
manner and if appropriate, issue an 
emergency notification. 

In 2020, UNC was fined $1.5 
million by the U.S. Department 
of Education after being cited for 
multiple serious violations of the Clery 
Act. The DOE concluded that UNC 
had mishandled safety claims under 
the Clery Act for years, according to a 
report published in 2019. 

The DOE said these violations led 
to “the institution’s systemic failure to 
provide students and employees with 
important campus crime information 
and services essential to their safety 
and security.”

While we can assume UNC’s 
decision to alert students after repeated 
instances of sexual assault involving 
the same accused person complies 
with the Clery Act, the timing of this 
notification raises concerns over the 
University’s ability to gauge threats to 
student safety and wellness.

If history is any indicator, UNC 
has been less than willing to share 

information regarding sexual assault 
on campus, including disciplinary 
records. This lack of transparency 
seems to persist despite the federal laws 
and N.C. Supreme Court rulings that 
prevent universities from withholding 
such information from students.

U N C  i s  n o t  o n l y  e v a d i n g 
responsibility in dealing with assault, 
but also the rules and laws that 
hold it accountable. Doing the bare 
minimum to comply with the Clery 
Act — notifying students months 
after the fact and ignoring the dangers 
of repeated assaults — is not doing 
enough. UNC must send campus 
notifications of reported assaults as 
they happen, in order to protect the 
safety of the campus community and 
prevent it from happening a second 
time — rather than a fourth.

Handling sexual assault properly 
doesn’t mean just checking boxes 
and meeting minimum compliance. 
Handling sexual assault means being 
proactive, taking preventative steps 
before assault occurs and providing a 
vast array of resources for victims.

Handling sexual assault means 
being as transparent as possible, not 
just when it is federally required.

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/CLAIRE JESSEN
A student views the UNC Crime Log, which details crimes reported to campus police   — such as sexual assault and theft.

20212021
The good, the 

bad & the ugly.
The Editorial Board wraps up the year with our 

final thoughts on UNC handling COVID-19, 
sexual assault, mental health, racism 

and politics on campus.

Duality of politics in higher education

“It’s clear that the System leadership has taken a 
hard right turn in recent years and now envisions a 
purpose for the university that is very different from 

the majority of professors and students,” 
Rob Schofield

Director of N.C. Policy Watch
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DTH/CAROLINE BITTENBENDER
A family dines outdoors at Four Corners on Monday, Nov. 29. The restaurant and sports bar has faced staffing issues 
over the past year, along with other establishments on Franklin Street.

After staffing and supply chain 
issues that persisted once the 
pandemic began in spring 2020, 
businesses in downtown Chapel Hill 
are bouncing back.

Jeff  Hortman,  co-owner of 
Carolina Coffee Shop on Franklin 
Street, said in an email that his 
experienced s taff  helped the 
c o m p a ny  a d a p t  t o  c h a n g i n g 
regulations and safety standards. 
With the slow, cautioned reopening 
of restaurants in late February, 
Hortman said his business saw a 
surprising turnaround.

“We opened in a limited capacity 
according to local guidelines and 
focused on safety of employees and 
patrons,” Hortman said. “We were a 
bit surprised to find a decent amount 
of business during this time, but it 
was mostly from local residents 
rather than students.”

Now, with students and campus 
tours back, Hortman said the 
Carolina Coffee Shop has seen a 
return to pre-pandemic visitor levels.

In June 2020,  Chapel  Hil l 
began  encourag ing  s ide walk 
dining as a means to recover 
business strength downtown. Bret 
Oliverio, the owner of Sup Dogs, 

said creating outdoor seating as 
early as possible was key to his 
company’s success early in 2021.

“At  that  t ime,  I  think the 
community  and the students 
that were in town were way more 
comfortable dining outdoors, 
so we added as much outdoor 
seating as possible,” Oliverio said. 
“But January 2021 was definitely 

a rough month.”
Four Corners owner Kristian 

Bawcom said the Town’s emphasis 
on outdoor seating has helped keep 
his company afloat this year.

“It was a game changer for 
us because people who weren’t 
comfortable going inside had a place 
to sit outside and watch a football 
game or listen to music on a nice 

day or in the evening grab dinner,” 
Bawcom said. “The Town of Chapel 
Hill really stepped up in helping 
assist us. Otherwise, I don’t know if 
we would’ve made it.”

Bawcom also said he experienced 
a strange success this spring, when 
students who stayed in Chapel Hill 
felt they could return to restaurants 
and did not have the option of 

on-campus dining halls.
“They were definitely going out 

more to eat versus when you have 
all the cafeterias and are on a meal 
plan,” Bawcom said.

Since the spring, Four Corners 
has seen a slow-down in dine-in 
customers, but with big events like 
football games returning to Chapel 
Hill, Bawcom said they have made 
up for lost profit.

Additionally, Oliverio, Bawcom 
and Hortman all said they’ve 
experienced staffing issues in 
the past year, as fewer people are 
working across the country. Bawcom 
said he’s never seen anything like the 
current labor shortage.

The Chamber For a Greater Chapel 
Hill-Carrboro announced earlier this 
month it will make over $20,000 
available in grant opportunities to help 
assist businesses as part of the Carrboro 
and Chapel Hill business revitalization 
programs, which Oliverio said Sup 
Dogs has already benefited from.

The chamber also held Small 
Business Saturday on Nov. 27 and 
will hold small-business-centric 
events for the next several weeks.

“Every time we make a purchase at 
a local business, we support local jobs 
and help preserve the local character 
of our community,” Katie Loovis, 
vice president of external affairs for 
the chamber, said in a press release. 
“When we spend it here, we keep 
it here, so let’s keep it local with our 
in-store and online holiday purchases.”

Restaurants are finding 
success after pandemic-

related setbacks
By Ethan Horton

Staff Writer
city@dailytarheel.com

This research study at Duke 
University Medical Center is 

looking for adults who currently 
smoke marijuana and would like 
to cut back. We’re interested in 

seeing if reducing marijuana use 
can change things like mood, 

sleep, attention and focus. 

How does smoking marijuana 
affect your daily life?

 We’d like to find out.

Scan the QR code or give us a call,
(919) 684-9930, to learn more.

Payment available for study participation. 
(Protocol #00100100). 

Twitter: @ethanehorton1

Franklin Street businesses are bouncing back

Found your nest yet?
Let us help!

heelshousing.com
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Adam Searing                      16.68%

Hongbin Gu      36.63%

Michael Benson      9.02%

Vimala Rajendran  14.42%

Jacquelyn Gist     15.52%

Meredith Pruitt         6.79%

Zachary Boyce    2.45%

Robert Beasley          5.23%

Aja Kelleher             9.22%

Ryan C. Jackson        3.41%
Tim Sookram            3.17%

Jeffrey Hoagland      1.75%
Andrew Creech          1.34%

Chapel Hill Mayor

Carrboro Mayor

Chapel Hill Town Council

Carrboro Town Council

Chapel Hill-Carrboro City
Schools Board of Education

A look at incoming 
elected officials

I n c u m b e n t  m a y o r  P a m 
Hemminger has served as mayor of 
Chapel Hill since 2015, and will begin 
her fourth term at the end of 2021. 

She previously served as a school 
board member and as a county 
commissioner, as well as having served 
on the boards of local nonprofits like 
the Triangle Land Conservancy and 
Orange County Habitat for Humanity. 

Damon Seils was first elected 
to the Carrboro Town Council in 
2013, where he currently serves as 
a member. He said he decided he 
would run for the Town’s top job after 
the current mayor, Lydia Lavelle, 
announced she would not be running 
for reelection in late May.

K a r e n  S t e g m a n ,  C a m i l l e 
Berry, Paris Miller-Foushee and 
Adam Searing all won seats on 
the Chapel Hill Town Council. 
Stegman was the only incumbent 
running in this year’s election, 
while the rest are making their 
debuts on the council.

Key issues emphasized in the 
race for Town Council included 
affordable housing and parks and 
recreation. Miller-Foushee and 
Berry focused strongly on the 

Barbara Foushee, Danny Nowell 
and Randee Haven-O’Donnell won 
the three seats up for grabs on the 
Carrboro Town Council.

Foushee and Haven-O’Donnell 
both currently serve on the council. 
Foushee said she has spent most 
of her time incorporating diverse 
viewpoints into the Town’s policies, 
something she believes will yield 
more sustainable solutions.

George Griffin, Riza Jenkins and 
Michael Sharp were elected to the three 
vacant spots on the Board of Education 
for Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools. 

Seen as a progressive block, the 
three of them stressed the importance 
of addressing gaps in equity and 
opportunity among students within 
the school district. 

Sharp has said he would like to 
institute racial equity training for 
teachers. Jenkins said she would like to 

% of votes for other candidates

* Denotes incumbent

% of votes for other candidate

% of votes for other candidates

% of votes for other candidates

% of votes for other candidates

ELECTIONS | RECAP AND PREVIEW

Orange County selected mayors, 
council and school board members

Lying in the shadow of presidential 
and midterm races, odd-numbered 
years aren’t usually remembered for 
their elections. This year’s municipal 
elections, though, may prove quite 
consequential for Carrboro and 
Chapel Hill.

There were five offices on the 
ballot in Chapel Hill and Carrboro — 
the mayor of Chapel Hill, the mayor 
of Carrboro, the Chapel Hill Town 
Council, the Carrboro Town Council 
and seats on Chapel Hill-Carrboro 
City Schools Board of Education.

Perhaps the most prominent of all 
of these races was that for the mayoral 
seat in Chapel Hill, a campaign that 
saw incumbent Pam Hemminger 
win her fourth term in office after 
defeating Chapel Hill Town Council 
member Hongbin Gu and UNC 
graduate student Zachary Boyce.

Hemminger’s platform included 
affordable housing, climate action and 
economic recovery.

She earned about 60.7 percent 
of the vote compared to Gu’s 36.6 

percent and Boyce’s 2.5 percent.
In Carrboro,  current Town 

Council member Damon Seils won 
the mayoral seat in decisive fashion, 
earning 90.3 percent of the vote 
compared to the nine percent earned 
by his challenger, local business 
owner Michael Benson.

One of Seils’ top priorities in his 2021 
campaign was a focus on economic 
recovery, helping small businesses 
cope with losses incurred over the past 
year and helping to support individuals 
throughout the community.

“We’ve been working really hard 
over the last 18 months in Carrboro 
to support folks through direct 
financial assistance for housing and 
rental payments and trying to avert 
an addiction crisis,” Seils said.

The Chapel Hill Town Council 
race saw three newcomers — Camille 
Berry, Paris Miller-Foushee and Adam 
Searing — secure seats, alongside 
incumbent council member Karen 
Stegman. Two of them, Berry and 
Miller-Foushee, are women of color.

Some candidates, such as Searing, 
focused on environmental initiatives 
and recreation in their platforms. 
Others, including Berry and Miller-
Foushee, placed a special emphasis 
on affordable housing.

“It’s going to be an honor to serve 
this community, and I’m really 
looking forward to helping to advance 

a more equitable, environmentally 
just, safe and affordable Chapel 
Hill that’s in the reach of everyone,” 
Miller-Foushee said.

Barbara Foushee, Danny Nowell 
and Randee Haven-O’Donnell 
won the three seats up for grabs on 
Carrboro’s Town Council.

Foushee and Haven-O’Donnell 
are incumbents to the council, 
while Nowell is a newcomer who 
was endorsed by the NC Triangle 
Democratic Socialists of America.

Carrboro Town Council incumbent 
Jacquelyn Gist, who was first elected 
in 1989, notably did not win reelection. 
She lost her seat by 242 votes.

The race for the three seats open 
on the Chapel Hill-Carrboro City 
Schools Board of Education was far 
less of a contest.

George Griffin, Riza Jenkins and 
Mike Sharp were all easily elected as 
newcomers to the board. They said 
they would address the opportunity 
gap that students in the school district 
face and will aim to implement more 
equitable policies upon taking their 
place on the board.

Though there may not have been 
big-ticket offices on the ballot, the 
2021 election cycle will surely shape 
the local landscape in Chapel Hill 
and Carrboro for years to come.

The 2021 elections could 
shape the local landscape 

for years to come
By Guillermo Molero

City & State Editor
city@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @GMolero1

Statewide, local candidates 
launch 2022 campaigns

DTH/CORA MCANULTY
Allen Buansi, Graig Meyer and Nida Allam’s campaign websites for N.C. House, 
N.C. Senate, and U.S. Congress, respectively, are pictured on Nov. 29.

As the 2021 election season comes 
to a close, conversations surrounding 
North Carolina’s 2022 midterms are 
picking up. And with open seats 
across a variety of statewide and 
local offices, many candidates have 
already begun their campaigns.

North Carolina’s open U.S. Senate seat

T he larges t -sca le  e lec t ion 
Orange County residents will vote 
in during the 2022 election cycle 
is the U.S. Senate seat open in 
light of incumbent Richard Burr’s 
retirement announcement.

With the primary elections 
scheduled for March 8, many 
candidates on both sides of the aisle 
have begun to campaign.

The Democratic frontrunners 
include former North Carolina 
Supreme Court chief justice Cheri 

Beasley and N.C. Sen. Jeff Jackson, 
D-Mecklenburg.

Candidates on the Republican side 
include U.S. Rep. Ted Budd, R-N.C., 
former Gov. Pat McCrory and former 
U.S. Rep. Mark Walker. 

N o r t h  C a r o l i n a ’ s  6 t h 
Congressional District

Since David Price announced 
his retirement, several contenders 
have announced their campaigns 
to represent Orange and Durham 
counties and the surrounding region 
in the U.S. House of Representatives.

Durham County Commissioner 
Nida Allam and N.C. Sens. Wiley 
Nickel, D-Wake, and Valerie Foushee, 
D-Chatham, Orange, are vying to 
represent the area, which was placed 
in the state’s 6th District in the newest 
congressional maps.

Allam was the first Muslim woman 
ever elected to public office in North 
Carolina and said she hopes her 
campaign and career create change 
for other Muslim women, immigrants 
and people of color in the South.

Foushee was the first Black woman 
elected to serve on the Orange 
County Board of Commissioners. 

She also served in the N.C. House 
and Senate, where she focused on 
education, jobs and advocating for 
underrepresented communities.

N.C. House

Orange County is split into districts 
50 and 56 in the state House, and both 
seats are up for grabs in 2022. 

Rep. Graig Meyer, D-Caswell, 
Orange, currently represents District 
50, but he has announced his run for 
state Senate. As a result, Hillsborough 
Town Commissioner Matt Hughes 
and Orange County Board of 
Commissioners Chairperson Renee 
Price have entered the race.

Rep. Verla Insko, D-Orange, 
currently represents the 56th 
District and announced she will not 
seek reelection in 2022. Allen Buansi 
and Jonah Garson have declared 
their candidacies. 

Buansi is a member of the 
Chapel Hill Town Council and was 
previously the deputy director at the 
UNC Center for Civil Rights.

Garson previously served as the 
chairperson of the Orange County 
Democratic Party, and according 
to his website, he hopes to fight for 
the values of Orange County and 
represent them on the state level.

N.C. Senate

Meyer and Jamie DeMent, an author 
and chef in Orange County, are vying 
for Foushee’s seat as the representative 
for District 23 in the state Senate.

Meyer said his near decade of service 
in the House has prepared him to 
represent Orange County in the Senate.

He said he wants to enact paid 
family leave insurance, reduce carbon 
emissions and continue to fight to 
adequately fund public schools.

DeMent, a UNC graduate, has 
worked as a legislative aid on Capitol 
Hill and served as the director of 
special projects for the N.C. Museum 
of Natural Sciences.

N.C. will elect a new U.S. 
senator; several local 
seats are up for grabs

By Kelli Rainer
Senior Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dthopinion

He helped lead efforts from within 
the Town government to pass an 
LGBTQ+ nondiscrimination, making 
Carrboro one of the state’s first 
municipalities to do so. in January.

former, with Berry even having 
worked with an advocacy group 
that  a ims to  reduce housing 
insecurity, while Searing focused 
on the latter.

change district policies on discipline and 
fiscal clarity that she finds problematic. 
Griffin said he wanted to ensure that 
classrooms had the appropriate funding 
for both their needs and students’ needs 
to be met throughout the academic year.

She also has an extensive financial 
background, which she said has 
helped when planning the numerous 
development projects the town has 
undertaken, including the recent East 
Rosemary Redevelopment Project.

Haven-O’Donnell,  a former 
educator, said they hope to tackle 
modern-day challenges like climate 
change and democratic backsliding 
with the experience they have 
serving on the council.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS

As school systems across the 
country head into their fif th 
semester marked by the pandemic, 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools 
is examining how to stay safe while 
transitioning “back to normal.”

Following a long-awaited return 
to physical school buildings in April, 
district schools have continued 
in-person instruction throughout 
the fall semester, with many safety 
precautions still in place.

A n d y  J e n k s ,  c h i e f 
communications officer for CHCCS, 
said the district ’s approach to 
pandemic safety comes largely from 
the statewide StrongSchoolsNC 
Public Health Toolkit.

He said CHCCS treats the toolkit 
as a “guiding document,” but that the 
district has taken additional measures 
to reduce the spread of COVID-19, such 
as mandating of masks both indoors 
and outdoors on campus premises.

A focus on socialization

Jenks said socialization is especially 
a priority for seniors. This week, 
seniors were granted the ability to 
go off campus for lunch, a privilege 
seniors had before 2020. The seniors’ 
lunch period has also been extended 
to 45 minutes, a shift from the former 

15-minute lunch period.
Ava Allore, a senior at Chapel Hill 

High School, said this decision has 
improved the social situation at lunch.

“I think it was definitely needed, 
because the last schedule just 
wasn’t working,” Allore said. “Now 
it’s pretty much how it’s been in the 
past, which is nice.”

Jenks said providing social 
opportunities like these while also 
maintaining safety is informed by 
community conversations and the 
evolving nature of the pandemic.

“We are still in a pandemic — it is 
not over,” Jenks said. “However, we 
learn more every day, every week and 
every month how to be safe under 
these circumstances.”

With holiday travel, the omicron 
variant and winter months influencing 
pandemic trends, Jenks said the 
district isn’t prematurely committing 
to changes for the beginning of the 
spring semester. He said the process 
is an ongoing conversation between 
the school board and community 
“stakeholders,” including students, 

families and employees.

A statewide order for more funding

Changes may also be coming to the 
district on a statewide level. Much has 
been made about the ongoing Leandro 
v. State case, which declared in a 1997 
N.C. Supreme Court ruling that North 
Carolina schools were underfunded 
and that the state has “a constitutional 
obligation to ensure all children have 
access to a sound basic education.”

Earlier this month, N.C. Superior 

Court Judge David Lee ordered the 
state to provide a $1.7 billion increase 
to education funding. However, a Nov. 
30 decision from the state Court of 
Appeals said this could not be done 
without legislative approval. 

This November court order, 
which would draw funding from the 
state’s general fund, could provide a 
significant increase in statewide public 
school funding, including for CHCCS. 
However, the decision has already faced 
challenges from politicians.

In a joint statement made on Nov. 
10, Senate President Pro Tempore 
Phil Berger and House Speaker 
Tim Moore argued that a 2020 
case from the N.C. Court of Appeals 
determined that only the legislature 
could appropriate state funds.

Despite increases to public 
education funding in this year’s 
recently signed budget, many 
advocacy groups such as the Public 
School Forum of North Carolina have 
said the state is still not adequately 
funding education in line with the 
Leandro case. Though Lee’s court 
order has now been blocked, activists 
like Mary Ann Wolf, president of the 
Public School Forum, said the funding 
it would have provided is essential.

“The people of North Carolina 
made a commitment to a sound basic 
education for each student by way of 
our state’s constitution,” Wolf said 
in a written statement about Lee’s 
decision, “and these investments 
ensure that our schools and our 
students have what they need to 
reach their potential.”

DTH FILE/ASHLYN RHYNE
Andy Jenks, chief communications officer for Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools, sits at Wilson Library on Sept. 21.

The district has taken 
measures to reduce the 
spread of COVID-19

By Brian Rosenzweig
Senior Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

Chapel Hill-Carrboro navigates a return to normalcy

Twitter: @briandrosie

YEAR IN REVIEW

Pandemic increases bus 
shortages in Orange County

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Dontae Sharpe receives 
pardon of innocence

On Nov. 12, Gov. Roy Cooper 
granted a pardon of innocence for 
Montoyae Dontae Sharpe after Sharpe 
was wrongfully convicted of murder in 
1995 and spent 24 years in prison. 

“Mr. Sharpe and others who have 
been wrongly convicted deserve to 
have that injustice fully and publicly 
acknowledged,” Cooper said in a Nov. 
12 press release.

In 1994, George Radcliffe was found 
shot to death in a pickup truck in 
Greenville, according to the National 
Registry of Exonerations. During 
the investigation, police interviewed 
Charlene Johnson, who had turned 14 
years old a month after the shooting. 
Johnson had also recently been 
discharged following a three week-
long voluntary commitment to a 
psychiatric ward. 

Soon after Johnson’s statement 
to the police, 19-year-old Sharpe 
was arrested and charged with first-
degree murder.

Sharpe’s  arrest  and charge 
occurred despite there being no 
forensic evidence tying Sharpe to 
the crime scene and Sharpe having 
two alibi witnesses — an aunt and 
the aunt’s neighbor, who said Sharpe 
was visiting them during the time 
Radcliffe was shot.

While in prison, Sharpe was 
offered plea deals but he continued 
to maintain his innocence.

Sharpe was released from prison 
on Aug. 22, 2019. His charges were 
dropped, but he was not granted a 
pardon of innocence. This meant his 
record could not be cleared and he 
could not apply for restitution from 
the government.

“A pardon of innocence is a 

formal recognition that the person is 
actually innocent and therefore their 
conviction and their incarceration 
was wrongful,” Theresa Newman, one 
of Sharpe’s lawyers, said. “That has 
a very profound effect on the person 
who receives it, and it had a very, very 
profound effect on Mr. Sharpe.” 

Public outcry played a large role in 
Sharpe’s call for a pardon of innocence. 
The N.C. NAACP and Forward 
Justice, as well as other grassroots 
organizations, helped organize 
Freedom Friday Vigils, which were held 
outside of the governor’s mansion.

Rev. William J. Barber II, president 
emeritus of the N.C. NAACP, spoke at 
some of the Freedom Friday vigils, 
which had been held each Friday since 
mid-September.

 “The actual truth is it should be 
you’re exonerated and you’re pardoned 
in the same stroke of the pen,” Barber 
said at the Freedom Friday Vigil on 
Sept. 24. “That’s what it should be.”

Forward Justice is a nonpartisan 
law, policy and strategy center 
focused on racial ,  social  and 
economic justice in the South. 

“I didn’t get justice, I haven’t 
gotten justice, but I do have the 
truth and you can’t change that, and 
my truth brought me out of prison,” 
Sharpe said at the Freedom Friday 
Vigil on Sept. 24. 

Sharpe now speaks at colleges 
across North Carolina about his 
experiences and corruption in the 
criminal legal system, calling for 
widespread reform to stop wrongful 
convictions, Forward Justice states.

On March 28, from 5:30 to 
7:00 p.m., Dontae Sharpe, Ronnie 
Long and Duke Innocence Project 
attorneys Theresa Newman and 
Jamie Lau will speak at UNC as 
part of a speakers series called 
“Race, Innocence, and the End 
of the Death Penalty.” This event 
is free, open to the public and 
includes an audience Q&A.

T hroughout  the  fa l l  2021 
semester, Chapel Hill Transit and 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools 
has struggled to address shortages 
among bus drivers. 

There has consequently been a 
general reduction in transit operations 
at UNC and increased ride times from 
45 minutes to one hour and 15 minutes 
for students on CHCCS buses. With 
Chapel Hill Transit’s temporary service 
changes from late September still 
in effect today, many wonder what 
progress has been made in meeting the 
demand for new drivers.

Brad Johnson, transportation 
director for CHCCS and Brian Litchfield, 
director of Chapel Hill Transit, said the 
bus driver shortage crisis has complex 
origins. However, they emphasized the 

impact of COVID-19, which has altered 
the labor market for drivers by shifting 
driver demand.

“We were trending in this direction 
pre-pandemic,” Johnson said. “The 
pandemic just exacerbated the problem.”

Johnson added that the shift toward 
working and shopping from home 
made working for other companies — 
notably Amazon and FedEx — more 
attractive for commercial drivers. As a 
result, he said, the market for drivers 
has become far more competitive, 
with several transit services fighting to 
attract a limited number of applicants.

“Prior to the pandemic, Chapel 
Hill Transit would average between 
400-500 applicants with little to no 
advertising in a year,” Litchfield said. 
“Over the last 10 months, we have 
received around 100 applicants with 
aggressive advertising.”

Another issue for transportation 
services has been the extensive 
training required for drivers.

“Even if we start getting folks to 
apply, it will still take a couple months 
to get them trained up,” Mayor Pro 

Tem Michael Parker said. “You need 
a commercial driver’s license to drive 
a bus.”

Additionally, not all applicants 
become employees. According to 
Litchfield, only one in 20 applicants 
become members of the team, which 
is not enough to replace losses in 
frontline and technical-level staff at 
Chapel Hill Transit.

Both Johnson and Litchfield 
mentioned efforts taken by their 
respective organizations to attract 
new bus drivers, which they said 
were intended to address the more 
competitive marketplace.

“(CHCCS) has come up with a 
comprehensive aggressive recruitment 
and retention strategy in which we’re 
offering a $4,000 signing bonus to 
individuals that come in and work 
with us,” Johnson said. 

Other efforts to attract more 
drivers include a $2,000 bonus to 
employees who refer new drivers, 
opportunities for 40-hour work 
weeks and an increased signing 
bonus of $4,000. 

Litchfield said Chapel Hill Transit 
has also made salary adjustments 
with the intention of becoming 
more competitive and drawing new 
employees. However, he said these 
efforts have not been enough.

“Our rates have not kept up 
with the market for public sector 
operators and mechanics and lags 
well behind most private sector 
opportunities in pay,” Litchfield said. 

Parker said Chapel Hill Transit 
remains over 30 drivers short of 
its desired total. Both Litchfield 
and Parker said they believe the 
shortage will likely remain an issue 
in the future.

“It’s not something which can be 
fixed in a week or two,” Parker said. “It’s 
going to take a good bit of time till we 
can get back to normal.”

DTH/COLLEEN DONGARRA
A bus picks up students and community members on South Road on Monday, 
Nov. 29. Chapel Hill has been facing an ongoing bus shortage throughout the 
pandemic.
Operator vacancies led 
to reduced operations 
for Chapel Hill Transit

By Harrison Gummel
Staff Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @HarrisonGGummel

After 24 years in prison, 
Sharpe’s wrongful 

conviction was reversed
By Meagan Bergstrom

Staff Writer
city@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @Meg_Bergstrom
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                    Deadlines
Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication

Display Classified Ads:  3p.m., two days
prior to publication

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252 DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit)
25 Words ....... $20.00/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day

Commercial (For-Profit) 
25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ...25¢/word/day

EXTRAS:  Box: $1/day •  Bold: $3/day
DTHMarketplace

Across
1 Surpasses 21, in blackjack
6 Top-level performance
11 NBA legend, familiarly
14 Company that’s proud of its 

quacks?
15 Chopper topper
16 Like the top half of Monaco’s 

flag
17 Craven endeavor
19 In the style of
20 Solar panel spot
21 Blockhead
22 Like energy-efficient buildings, 

e.g.
29 Together, in music
30 Acid found in olive oil
31 34-Across has one of them
34 Historic ship
35 QB’s try
38 Territorial complex dissolved 

during the Napoleonic Wars
41 Senator Klobuchar
42 Orator’s art: Abbr.
43 WWI president
44 Dough
45 Resistance units
46 Acclaimed 2016 Broadway 

soundtrack, with “The”
52 “By Jove!”
53 Ticket datum
54 __-country
55 Final leg ... and a hint to each set 

of circles
62 Cartoonist Chast
63 Precipice

64 Like an egg
65 Table for __
66 Passing words?
67 Tranquilizing brand

Down
1 “Harrumph!”
2 Eerie sky sight
3 Canon letters
4 Pitch
5 Org. whose income taxes are 

passed through to shareholders
6 Tanks and such
7 Digress
8 Dune buggy, briefly
9 L’état, à Louis XIV
10 Bard’s before
11 Outlined, maybe
12 Museum piece
13 Website for Jewish singles
18 Sushi topper
21 Half a Northwest airport
22 Yoga term meaning “force”
23 “Under the weather,” say
24 Water-formed ditch
25 Actress Lamarr
26 Director of many “This Is Us” 

episodes
27 What people who need People 

might do?
28 Coconut Grove city
32 Swashbuckling Flynn
33 Très chic
35 Tyler of “Archer”
36 Tread heavily
37 Future, e.g.
39 Ten-time NBA All-Star Anthony, 

to fans
40 Story arc
44 Prefix with day
46 Symbol of affection
47 Lit up
48 Passover staple
49 Hides
50 Wednesday kin
51 Copy, in a way
55 “Industry” network
56 Celestial sphere
57 Customizable Nintendo avatar
58 Green of “Casino Royale”
59 Shade on the beach
60 Windy City train letters
61 Curse

© 2015 The Mepham Group.  
All rights reserved.

The LA Times
Crossword Puzzle

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 — Long-distance 
communications improve over 
three weeks, with Mercury in 
Sagittarius. Expand territory. 
Follow your heart where it calls. 
Investigate possibilities. Make 
bold discoveries.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 — Set long-range 
financial targets. Building 
family savings comes easier for 
three weeks, with Mercury in 
Sagittarius. Do the numbers and 
track spending. Simplify.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 — Listen and 
learn. Support your partner, with 
Mercury in Sagittarius over three 
weeks. Ignore petty stuff and 
pull together. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 9 — Create and 
discover efficiencies. Learn 
valuable physical skills with an 
excellent coach. Communication 
benefits your health and work, 
with Sagittarius Mercury for 
three weeks.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 — Words of 
love flow freely, with Mercury 
in Sagittarius. Get excellent 
advice from loved ones. You’re 
especially persuasive and 
charming. Express your heart.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 — Discuss 
household renovation and 
improvements. Plan and 
research options over three 
weeks, with Sagittarius Mercury. 
Uncover forgotten treasures. 

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 — Friends offer 
interesting ideas. Begin a three-
week intensive study phase, 
with Mercury in Sagittarius. 
Indulge curiosity. Investigate 
assumptions. 

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 — Money 
flows out as fast as in over 
three weeks, with Mercury in 
Sagittarius. Monitor to maintain 
positive balances. Marketing 
efforts flourish. Discuss lucrative 
possibilities.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 — Over three weeks, 
with Mercury in your sign, you 
have an intellectual advantage. 
Ask probing questions to learn 
from an expert. Improve skills 
and talents.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Inspiration 
animates a vision quest. Enter a 
three-week philosophical and 
spiritual phase, with Mercury in 
Sagittarius. Contemplate beauty, 
goodness and natural wonders. 

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 — Social 
connections spark, with Mercury 
in Sagittarius. Accomplish 
greatness together over the next 
three weeks. Pull with a talented 
team. 

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 — Professional 
opportunities arise in 
conversation, with Mercury in 
Sagittarius. Let others know 
what you want. What you say 
benefits your career. Weave your 
charms.

HOROSCOPES If  December  1st
is Your Birthday...

Grow through communication this year. Disciplined, polished creative work 
raises your status. Power and confidence flow anew this winter, recharging 
your health and work next spring. A reflective summer adapting around 
changes leads to autumn’s inspiring visions, dreams and plans. Express your 
heart.

Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.

(C)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. Linda Black Horoscopes

Help WantedHelp Wanted
T/TH AFTERNOON NANNY WANTED Covid-vaccinated sitter with reliable                          

transportation wanted for adorable 2yo and 3yo. Tuesdays/Thursdays 1-5:30 for school pickup 
and childcare beginning 11/30. $15/hour. Call/text Carli-Anne at (301)514-8334 if interested.

PRESCHOOL CLASSROOM SHADOW Helper needed for speech-delayedaffectionate,             
energetic toddler during Tu/Th preschool (8a-12p). January start. Preschool next to UNC 

campus.   Email jlhogan815@gmail.com.

POOL MANAGER AND TEAM LEADER Stoneridge/Sedgefield Swim & Racquet Club (SSSRC) 
is seeking a self-motivated, enthusiastic individual to manage swimming pool operations of  
privately owned, non-profit, 170 family pool. Hours varying by season (10 – 15 hrs/wk from 

April – mid May; 20 - 30 hrs/wk from mid-May to mid-September), including some weekends/
holidays. Responsibilities hire/manage/train lifeguards Programming and maintenance . 

Qualifications 18 years old One season of related experience Lifeguard Certificate, Red Cross 
certificate in CPR for the Professional Rescuer, and be a Certified Pool and Spa Operator (or 

willingness to receive); Experience in recreation administration, pool management, personnel 
management. $15.00-$20.00 hourly Please send cover letter, resume, and three references to 

manager.sssrc@gmail.com.Open until filled.

TUTORS NEEDED! Class Half Full tutors work in Chapel Hill/Carrboro only.  Car 
needed. Looking for UNC undergrad students or grad students. Flexible hours!                                                                     

Contact karenkent@classhalffull.com

Advertise here! 
Students get free classifieds. 
dailytarheel.com/classifieds
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Child Care WantedChild Care Wanted
LIVE IN NANNY NEEDED - DURHAM Close knit, loving and organized family in Durham, NC seeking a 
reliable and motivated nanny.  Accommodations provided if needed. You would have your own bedroom 
and bathroom and Kitchenette areas.    

Hours: 

6:15am- 9:15am - Giving kids breakfast, packing lunches and helping kids leave for school.  Once the 
kids leave, you would clean up kitchen, tidy up and organize all their areas.  

2:30pm - 6:30pm - Pick up kids from school, give them snacks, take them to sports and bring them back.  
Need references and a good driving record.  Please message me. (919) 444-1597   

 

         

Help WantedHelp Wanted
HOUSE MANAGER- Fastidious, punctual, neat, well-organized, industrious, fun, and creative person 
needed to help mother of four keep life on track for a family in Chapel Hill. Must have own car, excellent 
references, and a strong work ethic. Duties to include meal planning, cooking, errands, organizing, and 
whatever else needs to be done. Approximately 4 hours/day, 5 days/week. Start ASAP. Well compensated. 
Please send email introducing yourself, resume, and contact information for two references to 
housemanager2021@gmail.com                                                                                                                                  

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST 15-20 hrs wk. Cheery, team oriented people person needed.  Computer, 
cleaning, phone, people skills needed. Organized, motivated person.  Send resume to urbanfringesalon@
gmail.com

CASHIER AND LINE COOKS WANTED- Seeking nights & weekend help for front & back of house. Starting 
pay is $10/hour plus tips. Please email erika@armadillogrill.com for details.

LANDSCAPING YARDWORK NEEDED Moving a lot of soil, by shoveling & wheelbarrow.  Resettling & 
mulch cover.  Other stuff avail.  Looking for students, not landscaping company. Text 919-605-4023 (Luke)

MONARCH- COMMUNITY SPECIALIST Monarch is hiring Community Specialists! Are you interested in a 
$12 hourly rate to assist empowering individuals with IDD? Visit www.MonarchNC.org/careers and apply 
directly: R2893. 

RESIDENTIAL FRONT DESK- Assists residents in a variety of ways, follows standards, policies, and 
procedures. Experience in excellent customer service, and effective communication skills required.       
140westassistant@ewclubs.com

EARN $500+ WORKING 10 HRS/WK Local financial company needs motivated student comfortable 
making calls to set appointments. Great opportunity to learn the business AND earn great money. Please 
call 919-622-3202 for more details.  

                    Deadlines
Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication

Display Classified Ads:  3p.m., two days
prior to publication

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252 DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit)
25 Words ....... $20.00/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day

Commercial (For-Profit) 
25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ...25¢/word/day

EXTRAS:  Box: $1/day •  Bold: $3/day
DTHMarketplace

Across
1 Analyze grammatically
6 Comic Silverman
11 Atlanta-to-Miami dir.
14 At full speed
15 Actress De La Garza
16 “Buffy” airer after The WB
17 Breakfast dish that sounds 

spoiled?
19 Part of LGBTQ
20 Ashtabula’s lake
21 Fruity drinks
22 Master, in Swahili
24 Earthquakes
26 Cold one at a bar
27 Snack cake brand named for a 

four-year-old
33 Split up
36 Aired again
37 Immigrants’ subj.
38 Gunk
39 Helen who sang “I Am Woman”
40 In good health
41 Post-apartheid ruling party: 

Abbr.
42 With “en,” hot, in sports slang
43 Spoils, with “on”
44 Two-level bus
47 __ center: exact middle
48 Unaffiliated film studios

52 Artist’s flat hat
54 Poker Flat chronicler Harte
57 __-dieu: kneeler
58 Antipollution org.
59 Postpone an article’s essential 

points ... and a hint to 17-, 27- and 
44-Across

62 Ready-fire link
63 Correct, as text
64 Like Olympic pools
65 __ Victor: record label
66 Broad valleys
67 Mike who voiced Shrek

Down
1 Treasure map word
2 Love, in Rome
3 Pie cuts, geometrically
4 Lateral skid
5 Big picture?: Abbr.
6 Anti-DWI gp.
7 On the safer side, at sea
8 Cleaning cloths
9 Oscar winner Lee
10 Washed-up star
11 Sucrose-rich root veggie
12 Bridge
13 Irish New Ager
18 Steinbeck’s “__ of Eden”
23 World Wide __
25 Sch. near Harvard
26 Time for cake with candles, 

informally
28 Cornered on a limb
29 Flowerpot spot
30 MD meeting an ambulance
31 “Cast Away” setting
32 Building additions
33 “Good grief!”
34 It’s forbidden
35 Semifictional film genre
39 Felt bad about
40 2006 film about crosswords
42 Open-bodied truck
43 Animal house
45 Buzzing flier
46 Friends and neighbors
49 “Flashdance...What a Feeling” 

singer Cara
50 Down-yielding duck
51 Plants-to-be
52 Den denizen
53 “Beowulf,” e.g.
54 Belgian composer Jacques
55 Hall of Famer Sandberg
56 Approx. takeoff hours
60 Actress Thurman
61 “Slippery” tree

© 2015 The Mepham Group.  
All rights reserved.

The LA Times
Crossword Puzzle

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 — Creative or romantic 
expression could seem restricted. 
Slow to manage an unexpected 
twist. Keep practicing your game. 
Communication leads to solutions. 
Connect and share.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 — Domestic dreams 
may not match the reality. You can 
see what’s missing. Come up with a 
plan to address a structural repair or 
upgrade.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 — A creative barrier 
redirects your attention. Monitor the 
situation for developments. Patiently 
communicate, especially with 
changes. Connect, coordinate and 
share the news.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 — Budget and estimate 
the funds necessary. Keep plans 
practical and focus on short-term 
needs to adapt to recent changes. 
Consider options and opportunities.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 — Take extra care of 
yourself. You are unique, magnificent 
and beloved. You’re also going 
through a personal metamorphosis 
or transformation. Prepare to stretch 
new wings.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 — Notice dreams, 
visions and intuitive hunches. 
Consider and revise plans for a 
shift in conditions. Avoid travel or 
expense and keep a low profile.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 — Revise a team 
strategy to adapt to an evolving 
situation. Shifting conditions require 
an appropriate response. Support 
others to consider circumstances 
from another view.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 — Focus on 
professional priorities. An industrial 
or market shift requires adaptation. 
One door closes while another 
opens. Consider opportunities and 
options. Monitor the pulse.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 — Travel may entice 
yet conditions are still evolving. 
Educational pursuits reward your 
investigative efforts. Anticipate 
changes. Adapt and shift your view 
for new discoveries.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 — Manage joint 
resources around a financial change. 
Read and research measurements 
and statistics. Review the situation 
and adapt plans. Collaborate for 
shared gain.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 — Support your 
partner and be supported around 
a twist in plans. Guard patience 
around a change in status quo. New 
circumstances require adaptation.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 — Maintain routines 
and practices to prioritize health 
and safety. Slow around sharp 
corners. Patience pays off with 
high dividends. Guard energy and 
recharge.

HOROSCOPES If January 27th
is Your Birthday...

 You’re growing stronger this year. Match your passion with consistent practice 
for valuable skills. New social interaction this winter develops team support 
for summer changes, leading to a beautiful, creative romantic collaboration. 
Share, connect and celebrate with your wider circle next winter. Savor your 
accomplishments.

Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.
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GOVERNANCE

Town of Chapel Hill on the mend after COVID-19 setbacks

From the implementation of a 
Climate Action Plan to the approval 
of the Greene Tract resolution 
after decades of discussion and 
local businesses bouncing back 
to pre-pandemic levels, 2021 was 
a formative year for the Town of 

Chapel Hill.
Allen Buansi, a Chapel Hill Town 

Council member who is now running 
for the N.C. House, said one of the 
biggest accomplishments of the year 
was becoming the third North Carolina 
municipality to pass an LGBTQ+ 
nondiscrimination ordinance, which 
was passed in January.

“The ordinance protects from 
discrimination on the basis of sexual 

orientation and gender identity,” 
Buansi said. “The ordinance was a 
great signal to folks around North 
Carolina that we are an inclusive 
place and that we embrace folks of 
all different backgrounds.”

Mayor Pam Hemminger said she 
was particularly proud of how the 
Town overcame challenges posed 
by the pandemic. Hemminger was 
reelected to her fourth term as mayor 

DTH FILE/CAROLINE BITTENBENDER
Incumbent Pam Hemminger was reelected as mayor of Chapel Hill on Nov. 2, 2021. This will be Hemminger’s 
fourth term.

By Madison Ward
Assistant City & State Editor

city@dailytarheel.com

The debate over the future of the Green Tract continues

After three decades of discussion 
on the Greene Tract, this year’s 
debates have centered around how 
the land will be used. 

A new mid-November resolution 
allows development on the land parcel 
to provide room for affordable and 
mixed-income housing, and a future 
school and outdoor recreational site.

The Greene Tract is a 164-acre 
parcel of land that is a part of the 
Historic Rogers Road Neighborhood, 
a historically Black community. 

Orange County and the Towns 
of Carrboro and Chapel Hill jointly 
own 104 acres, and 60 acres were 
designated as the Headwaters 
Preserve by Orange County.

This year — 37 years after the 
purchase of the Greene Tract — the 
Orange County, Chapel Hill and 
Carrboro governments have continued 
to debate the future of the land.  

Craig Benedict, the planning and 
inspections director for Orange County, 
said deliberations on the future of the 
property have been slow because it is 
jointly owned by different governments.

“When you’re dealing with three 
local governments, it’s a longer time 
frame to get a meeting of the minds,” 
Benedict said.

In April 2021, the three local 
governments adopted the Greene Tract 
Interlocal Agreement/Memorandum 
of Understanding, which outlined 
how the three governments will work 
together and what they will do when 

they agree or disagree in the future.
The most recent action on the plan 

occurred in mid-November when 
the Orange County Board of County 
Commissioners (BOCC), Carrboro 
Town Council and the Chapel Hill 
Town Council passed the Greene Tract 
Approving the Draft Recombination 
Plat and Conceptual Plan.

This resolution affirms the acreage 
and land use designations that the 
governments agreed on in 2019, when 
they decided to merge the parcels into 
one jointly-owned preserve using 22 
acres for preservation, 66 acres for 
housing and mixed-uses and finally a 
minimum of 16 acres for public school 
sites and public recreational facility sites. 

While the BOCC voted to pass 
the resolution, some commissioners 
and community members voiced 
their displeasure. 

In a board meeting on Nov. 16, 
Commissioner Jean Hamilton 
expressed concern over the timing 
of the decision and encouraged the 
other commissioners to postpone the 
decision until their December meeting. 

“I care about process,” Hamilton said. 
“I think the lack of trust in this process is 
probably because of our communication, 
of our timing. That in the long run, this 
lack of transparency, which is something 
I ran on as a commissioner, hurts trust 
and hurts our ability to do these things 
in the long run.”

Nancy Oates, former Chapel Hill 
Town Council member, said the 
decision to vote on the resolution on 
Nov. 16 was made behind closed doors.

“Why does this have to be run 
through before the newly elected 
officials can vote on it?” Oates said. 
“If you are afraid that they are not 
going to support this, maybe it’s not 
a good decision.”  

Adam Searing, a newly-elected 

Though a resolution 
was passed, community 

members still have concerns
By Emmy Martin

Senior Writer
city@dailytarheel.com Twitter: @emmymrtin

Climate Action Plan implemented, businesses recuperating
of Chapel Hill this year.

“We had such good compliance 
from the vaccination rates which 
reduced outbreaks,” she said. “I 
think we worked really well together 
to keep us safe and feed our kids and 
keep people housed.”

M a y o r  P r o  Te m  M i c h a e l 
Parker said without community 
cooperation, the town would have 
experienced significantly more 
COVID-19 clusters. Over the last 
two weeks, Orange County has 117 
total cases per 100,000 residents, 
according to data from the North 
Carolina Department of Health and 
Human Services as of Tuesday.

“Our county and our town 
residents who follow mass mandates 
who went out and got vaccinations 
are now going out and getting 
boosters,” Parker said. “So, I think 
Orange County and Chapel Hill 
have been really a testament to what 
can happen when the government 
and our residents are working 
collaboratively for the greater good.”

Hemminger also said the Town 
of Chapel Hill is ending this year 
with a budget surplus, which is 
a major achievement despite the 
economic strain the pandemic 
placed on the community.

She said this money should 
be used to fill the budget deficit 
and developing the community 
moving forward.

“We’ve had a lot of interest in 
a splash pad and a lot of interest 
in our inclusive playground,” 
Hemminger said. “We’ve also 
had a lot of interest in affordable 
housing. We could do some really 
good things with this money — it’s 
$10.4 million for us, and that’s 
going to be huge.”

Chapel Hill also passed a short-

term rentals resolution this year 
to ensure safety for local property 
owners. The resolution covers units 
listed on websites such as Airbnb 
and Vrbo.

“A lot of folks in residential areas 
expressed concern that there would 
be investor-owned properties that 
would only be used for those kinds 
of purchases,” Buansi said. “And so 
we passed this ordinance in an effort 
to prevent that from happening, but 
then more importantly, it provided 
some structures and standards for 
folks to abide by who do operate 
short term rentals.”

In 2022, local officials plan 
to utilize the money granted 
f r o m  t h e  A m e r i c a n  R e s c u e 
Plan Act to continue to address 
difficulties presented by COVID-
19 by supporting public health and 
replacing lost town revenue.

“We will help our residents 
and help our business continue to 
recover, both economically as well 
as in terms of health and mental 
health,” Parker said. “And we’ve got 
to work both in terms of our town 
government as well as our businesses 
to help bring back employment and 
help those folks who want jobs get 
jobs and employers so our businesses 
can fully recover.”

Hemminger said she is excited to 
see what the Town will accomplish 
in the upcoming year.

“We need to consider how we 
look at the holistic community and 
stop just doing project by project,” 
Hemminger said. “That’s going 
to take a shift in thinking and it’s 
going to take a lot of energy to 
move us in that direction. But that 
can actually have results.”

LAND DEVELOPMENT

The Greene Tract Forest is made up of more than 160 acres of undeveloped 
woodland and is a popular place for outdoor activities.

DTH FILE/NICK PACINII

Chapel Hill Town Council member, 
said in an interview that even though 
the conversation about the Greene 
Tract has been ongoing for years, he 
felt that the newest resolution on the 
plan was expedited.

“I don’t think it really reflects a lot 
of the discussion that has been had 
about the Greene Tract, and it was 
actually pretty rushed,” Searing said. 
“I think even the staff of the different 
government bodies were saying, ‘Well, 
we haven’t even put together the public 
comments that have been received.’ So I 
don’t think that’s the last word.” 

Some community members remain 
concerned that the land will be sold 
to commercial developers. However, 
Commissioner Earl McKee stated his 
firm belief that the three governments 
would not sell.

“I don’t believe for one moment 
that the three boards, the county and 
the towns, will just up and sell it to 
commercial development,” McKee said. 

Minister Robert Campbell , 
president of the Rogers-Eubanks 
N e i g h b o r h o o d  A s s o c i a t i o n , 
encouraged the commissioners to 
move the resolution forward because 
it is just one step in the overall plan. 

“We keep going back to yesterday, we 
want to go to tomorrow,” Campbell said. 
“We are looking toward the future.” 

Delores Bailey, an executive director 
for EmPOWERment Inc., mirrored 
Campbell’s sentiment, and said the 
Greene Tract resolution is in line with 
all of the work that the Rogers Road 
community has done. Bailey encouraged 
the commissioners to vote for the plan.

The debate over the future 
of the Greene Tract is not over. 
According to Benedict, the next 
step for the Greene Tract will be 
to create a public information and 
communication plan to ensure the 

community remains informed and 
engaged throughout the process.

As this discussion of the land 
parcel moves forward, Searing said 
he hopes that there will be a large 
focus on affordable housing and 
land preservation. 

“Sometimes in the heat of the 

moment — in the heat of all this 
back and forth — we get so focused 
on one issue that we forget that 
there is a broader issue here, which 
is really what kind of community we 
want to create,” Searing said. 

Twitter: @madisonn4263
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EDITORIAL

We are still complicit in James Cates Jr.’s murder

DTH FILE/JANET AYALA
People rallied in the Pit on Oct. 25, 2018 in support of Maya Little before 
placing flowers at the site where James Cates was killed in 1970.

Fifty-one years ago, James Cates 
Jr. attended an all-night dance in the 
Student Union. He had been asked 
to go to by the event organizers, 
the Committee for Afro-American 
Studies and the Carolina Union.

The students had promoted 
the event as an intentionally 
interracial affair. They wanted 
Black students,  l ike Cates,  at 
t h e  e v e n t  —  d e s p i t e  U N C ’s 
undergraduate population at the 
time being just two percent Black.

At around 2 a.m.,  a  white 
supremacist motorcycle gang, the 
Storm Troopers, incited a fight with 
Cates and the other Black attendees. 
Cates was stabbed twice and left 
bleeding on the bricks in the Pit. 

The call for an ambulance was 
taking too long. Black community 
members tried to take Cates to the 
hospitals themselves, but police 
stopped them. Between 14 and 45 
minutes later, according to research, 
police eventually took Cates to the 
hospital — but it was too late.

An all-white jury determined 
Ronnie Broadwell, who was on trial 
for Cates’ murder, and all members 
of the Storm Troopers were not guilty.  

The story of Cates is more than a 
hate crime. It is about the complicity 

of so many local institutions based 
in white supremacy — institutions 
whose difficult history we still have 
not reconciled today.

N.C.  Sen.  Valerie  Foushee, 
D-Chatham, Orange, is a first 
cousin of Cates. She said the lessons 
of his tragedy are exemplary of the 
way racial inequities permeate our 
system at all levels.

Foushee said the death of her 
cousin extends beyond his life alone, 
because we are still operating within 
the system that forced Cates to die 
unnecessarily. She said she believes 
we have not done enough to reconcile 
with his death.

“If we had done enough, we 
wouldn’t be where we are today,” 
Foushee said. “We wouldn’t be 
experiencing the same things as 
a society with Black men killed in 
the streets.”

UNC, the Town of Chapel Hill, 
the medical system and police are 
all culpable in the murder of James 
Cates Jr. The lesson, however, is not 
only the violence itself, but also what 
happened after. 

The fact that police watched him 
bleed out, that the University washed 
away his blood from the Pit bricks the 
next day because of a home football 
game, that the court acquitted blatant 
racially motivated violence and most 
of all, that the white public let his 

memory fade from consciousness for 
years after the fact. 

The institutions that allowed 
this atrocity to occur all remain in 
place today, and while there have 
been some strides to address racial 
inequality since 1970, they still 
actively cause harm to Chapel Hill’s 
Black community. These are systemic 
issues that persist, and we need the 
people in power to acknowledge 
their wrongdoing.

Danita Mason-Hogans is a member 
of the James Cates Remembrance 
Coalition and has worked to compile 
a critical oral history of Cates’ life and 
legacy. She said the story of Cates is 
a story of the erasure of Black people 
from the Chapel Hill community.

“This is about the power to control 
a narrative,” Mason-Hogans said. 
“Because campus memory can be so 
transient and short, people forgot 
about Mr. Cates, but the Black 
community here never forgets him.”

It is not enough for the University to 
put out a statement of support without 
tangible action to repair its broken 
relationship with the Cates family. It is 
not enough to establish a James Cates 
Remembrance Coalition, but then not 
act on their recommendations. 

“At what cost was Mr. Cates’ life 
undervalued?” Mason-Hogans said. 
“We need to move the people to tell 
the truth of the power structures 

The Editorial Board
opinion@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dthopinion

Researchers developing Cherokee language-learning tool
ENDANGERED LANGUAGE

T he Cherokee  language  i s 
endangered.  Ver y few native 
speakers remain in America — much 
less in North Carolina. 

To help produce more fluent 
Cherokee speakers, a group of 
p r o f e s s o r s  a n d  s t u d e n t s  a r e 
working to  create  a  software 

p r o g r a m  t h a t  w i l l  t r a n s l a t e 
English materials to Cherokee. 
They include Ben Frey, a professor 
of American Studies and  Eastern 
Band Cherokeean citizen, teamed 
up with Mohit Bansal, the John 
R. & Louise S. Parker associate 
professor in the UNC department 
of computer science and doctoral 
student Shiyue Zhang. 

The project began in 2019, 
according to Bansal, who is leading 
the computer science aspect of 
creating this new tool. 

He works closely with Zhang, 
whose role is primarily to collect data 
and help create the translation tool. 

Zhang said the overall goal of the 
project is to revitalize the endangered 
language and increase its day-to-day 
use in the community. 

“We want to increase the exposure 
of the Cherokee language to the 
general public, so people can get to 
know this language,” Zhang said. 

They hope that the translations 
that come from this software 
can also help improve learning 
for second-language learners or 
students in the New Kituwah 
Academy, an immersion school 
for Cherokee language, culture, 
traditions and history. 

“We can use the samples of 

A group of UNC 
professors and students 

are creating the program
By Natalie Varma

Staff Writer
elevate@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dailytarheel
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Benjamin Frey, an American Studies assistant professor, is working with computer scientists to create a new 
Cherokee language translation model.

good, accurate Cherokee language 
that appear in that book to create 
classroom lessons around that 
second-language learners could 
benefit from,” Frey said. “We could 
create more activities that kids in 
the (New Kituwah Academy) could 
benefit from.”

Frey said this type of technology 
can help researchers learn more 
about the structure and rules of 
the Cherokee language itself by 
translating materials. 

Many languages have phrases 
that wouldn’t make sense with just 
the basic translation rules, Frey said, 
and one would have to be familiar 
with the language in practice to 
understand them.

“We can discover  whether 
Cherokee has things like that in it 
as well,” Frey said. 

Frey notes that the project alone 
won’t save the Cherokee language, 
but he and colleagues are hopeful 
that it will pave the way for other 
programs like it. 

“This project’s not gonna save 
the language by itself, but this 
project can lead to all kinds of other 
initiatives that will prove useful in 
themselves,” Frey said. 

Bansal said that with the user 
experience and technology being 
developed for this project, they are 
hoping that they can bring that 
work to other researchers looking at 
endangered languages.

“Another thing that Shiyue is 
looking at is, ‘Can we relate this to 
other languages, and work with 
other communities using endangered 

languages?’” Bansal said. 
As of right now, the team has a 

demo version of the website, but 
there are more steps in the process 
before the tool becomes fully 
available and accurate for use. 

“We want to improve the basic 
translation function before we start 
releasing it,” Frey said.

Frey  said  af ter  the  tool  i s 
used to produce a translation, 
second-language learners will 
copy edit it for accuracy, Frey 
said.  Then, a fluent speaking 
elder will do a final correction 
and sign off on the data, which is 
then implemented back into the 
software. If they come up with a 
bad translation, they are able to 
correct it and it can in turn be 
added to the algorithm.

The project has a long way to 
go before it becomes fully ready to 
release, but the team is working 
hard to get it there. 

B o t h  B a n s a l  a n d  F r e y 
emphasized that one important 
aspect they want to add to this 
project is having more people in 
the loop. 

With the help of fluent speakers, 
they will be able to make this tool 
ideal for second-language learners 
and immersion programs. 

“The next step will probably be 
trying to recruit more elders who 
are fluent speakers to use it and see 
if it’s a pretty good tool to use with 
the [New Kituwah Academy],” 
Frey said. 

at play here. Otherwise, we see the 
unfortunate perfect example of 
how Black lives did not matter in 
Chapel Hill.”

One small step the University 
can take to begin acknowledging 
this past, both Foushee and Mason-
Hogans said, is to memorialize 
Cates on campus. The James Cates 
Remembrance Coalition made a 
recommendation to the University 
over the summer to change the 

name of  the  Student  Stores 
Building, which sits adjacent to 
the location of the tragic murder, 
in honor of Cates.

We cannot allow the legacy of 
Cates to fade away. So, as we work 
toward a more just system, let the 
life of James Cates Jr. be the driving 
force behind institutional change in 
our community.

“We want to increase the exposure of the Cherokee 
language to the general public, so people can get to 

know this language.” 
Shiyue Zhang 
doctoral student
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UNC alumnus will continue market design research

Justin Hadad, a 2021 UNC 
g r a d u a t e ,  w i l l  b e c o m e  t h e 
University’s 53rd Rhodes scholar and 
the second of three UNC scholars 
named as part of the class of 2022. 

The scholarship will fund Hadad’s 
Master of Philosophy in economics 
at the University of Oxford, where he 
hopes to continue studying market 
design. He is currently pursuing this 
discipline as a research assistant 
for Marek Pycia, a professor of 
organizational economics at the 
University of Zurich.

Hadad, whose parents emigrated 
from Trinidad and Tobago, grew 
up in Columbus, Ohio. His great-
grandparents are refugees from 
Syria and Lebanon. His family 
background is of great importance 
to him, he said. 

“It is a reason why I do everything,” 
Hadad said.

Part of what brought him to 
UNC is its location in the South, 
the place “farthest out of his 
comfort zone,” he said.

Hadad graduated from UNC in 
2021 with an economics major and 
an interdisciplinary studies major in 
applied physics, as well as a minor 
in Latin. 

Sharon L. James, a professor in 
the Department of Classics, said 
Hadad is a renaissance man.

“It’s a rare person who brings 
together physics, economics, Latin, 
poetry and technology, and does well 
in all of them,” James said.

Hadad also graduated from the 
University as a Morehead-Cain 
scholar, an Honors Carolina laureate 
and a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 

Julie DeVoe, director of scholar 
advising for the Morehead-Cain 
program, said Hadad brings a lot 
of energy to all of his studies and 
diverse involvements. 

This ability has served him during 
his undergraduate years, where he 
engaged in multiple entrepreneurial 
and collaborative pursuits. 

Hadad said he spent the summer 
after his first year in Louisville, Ky., as a 
government research fellow researching 

policies to optimize the welfare of 
immigrant small-business owners. 

During his sophomore year, he 
worked for a software startup called 
Wage, which he said focused on 
optimizing the matching of shifts 
to employees. This idea became the 
topic for his honors thesis at UNC. 

But Hadad said his biggest 
accomplishment during that year was 
being co-founder and chief strategist 
for UNCUT, a media platform for 
sharing athlete stories off the field. 
He continued his work with UNCUT 
through his junior year.

Hadad said his most fulfilling 
work, though, was developing 
and teaching a course through 
the Honors Carolina C-START 
program. The course was run 
under the faculty mentorship of 
Daniel Young, a  teaching assistant 
professor in the Department of 
Physics and Astronomy. The course 
covered game theor y market 
design, microeconomic theory and 
introductory physics principles. 

During his final year at UNC, 
Hadad co-founded a web-based 
team management tool called 
SplitTime, inspired by the now 
dissolved startup Wage.

Hadad joins two more 
students from UNC in 
Rhodes scholars class 

By Lia Salvatierra
Staff Writer

elevate@dailytarheel.com

Commission talks building names, land acknowledgement

The members of the Commission 
on History, Race and a Way Forward 
met Monday for the last full public 

commission meeting of the year. 
Members discussed topics like 

a new ad-hoc committee to review 
naming removals, progress with the 
University’s land acknowledgment 
and the Unsung Founder’s Memorial 
webinar series.

By Keerthana Gotur
Staff Writer

elevate@dailytarheel.com

Twitter: @dailytarheel

COLUMN

The Kyle Rittenhouse court ruling shouldn’t surprise us

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROBERT WILLETT/THE 
NEWS & OBSERVER

By Zari Taylor
Staff Writer

elevate@dailytarheel.com

“Over a year after killing 
two people, he will 

return to his normal life”

On Friday, after nearly 27 hours of 
deliberation over four days, the jury in 
the Kyle Rittenhouse case came back 
with a verdict. They found the 18-year-
old not guilty on all five counts he was 
charged with.

While it is staggering that none 
of the charges came back as the 
prosecution intended, and that 
the jury refused to consider lesser 
versions of some of the counts, this 
verdict should not surprise us.

Rittenhouse was  not  held 
accountable for killing two people and 
injuring a third because the criminal 
justice system refuses to criminalize 
white men who act on behalf of the 
interests of white supremacy. 

Rittenhouse was 17 years old in 
August of 2020 when he crossed state 
lines from his hometown in Antioch, Twitter: @_zarialyssa

Now, in Zurich, Hadad continues 
to apply his experiences and interest 
in market design to answer theoretical 
questions concerning the global 
refugee crisis and labor force deficits. 

Hadad will begin his studies as a 

2022 Rhodes scholar at Oxford next 
fall, alongside UNC senior Takhona 
Hlatshwako and fellow UNC 2021 
graduate Kimathi Muiruri. 

HISTORY, RACE AND A WAY FORWARD

The Chancellor appointed an 
ad-hoc committee to review naming 
removal recommendations for 
Campus Facilities buildings.

The committee, chaired by Dean 
of the School of Government Mike 
Smith, has met four times and has 
another meeting coming up this 
week or the next.

Patricia Parker, co-chairperson 
of the Commission, said the ad-hoc 
committee is a direct result of the 
commission’s work. 

Co-chairperson Jim Leloudis said 
that Commission members have 
been working on language for the 
land acknowledgment project, which 
will be formally adopted by UNC. 

“We want to make sure, or I 
would want to make sure that, 
professors, when beginning their 
classes, are reading the statement, 
and understand the power that 
such a statement can have, and the 
substance of it,” said Simona Goldin, 
a research associate professor in 
public policy on the Commission.

A draft of the acknowledgment 

has  been shared  with  Greg 
Richardson, executive director of 
the North Carolina Commission of 
Indian Affairs, to review before it is 
formally submitted.

“We hope to move along with 
this pretty quickly so we can bring 
a completed draft to this body for 
your review and approval and get 
it in place sometime early in the 
spring semester,” Leloudis said to 
the Commission.

The commission recently signed a 
contract with an outside firm to work 
on the Barbee Cemetery project.

Leloudis said the firm will complete 
updated ground-penetrating radar 
mapping of the cemetery site to get 
a thorough understanding of its 
archaeology.

The mapping is scheduled for 
January 12, 2022. 

The commission also discussed 
the progress of the Unsung Founders 
Memorial: Past and Present webinar 
series that was launched on Oct. 18.

“The first webinar was intended 
to educate around the origin story 

of the memorial,” Parker said. “We 
included panelists who were there 
at the beginning at the time of its 
conceptualization and dedication.”

Approximately 200 people signed 
up to participate in the webinar.

Members shared ideas to help 
undergraduate students, specifically 
first-years, be more educated about 
the communities surrounding 
Chapel Hill, including historically 
Black neighborhoods.  

“Just making sure our students 
have a full understanding of the 
community that surrounds them,” 
said Delores Bailey, executive 
director at EmPOWERment Inc. and 
Chapel Hill community member who 
is on the Commission. 

“There’s much more to Chapel 
Hill than what’s inside the rock 
walls,” Leloudis said.

The commission is planning 
a series of in-person community 
conversations to get perspectives 
on the Unsung Founders memorial.

Twitter: @salvatierralia

Ill. to Kenosha, Wis., armed with 
an AR-15-style rifle. He traveled to 
Kenosha during a moment of protest 
following the shooting of Jacob Blake 
and testified that his intention was to 
help protect private property.

During his time at the protest, 
Rittenhouse shot and killed two 
people, Joseph Rosenbaum, 36, and 
Anthony Huber, 26, and wounded 
27-year-old Gaige Grosskreutz. 

The case appears clear. His acquittal 
in this case, however, stems from the 
presumed innocence he has within 
the legal system, an escape-hatch 
Rittenhouse’s defense team utilized 
through his argument of self-defense.

Rittenhouse is not the first white 
person to cry self-defense and deflect 
from their destructive actions. He 
falls into a larger pattern of white 
vigilantism that is supported by white 
supremacist interests and condoned 
by the United States’ legal system.

Again and again, we’ve seen police 
officers and civilians alike be acquitted. 

George Zimmerman was a 
neighborhood watch volunteer 
acquitted of fatally shooting Trayvon 
Martin in 2013.

Darren Wilson was a police officer 
cleared twice of charges for his 
murder of Michael Brown. 

After Dylann Roof killed nine 
people in a church, police officers 
bought him Burger King. 

Officer Rusten Sheskey, responsible 
for paralyzing Jacob Blake and sparking 
the protest where Rittenhouse killed 

two people, was not charged. 
The trial for Travis McMichael, 

Gregory McMichael and William 
“Roddie” Bryan, the men who killed 
Ahmaud Arbery while he was out 
for a run, is still ongoing. They 
are using the same self-defense 
argument as Rittenhouse. 

The outrage on these decisions are 
partially colored by racial dynamics. 
But it’s also clear that when white men 
break laws and inflict harm on others, 
there are little to no repercussions. 
Additionally, the structure of the laws 
in some states allows deadly force to 
be used if a person believes they will 
be in danger of being harmed. These 
aforementioned suspects can wiggle 
free from accountability because they 
are white — and more easily believed 
as innocent and acting in self-defense. 

Even when a self-defense argument 
is irrelevant, white people are more 
likely to be dealt a get-out-of-jail-free 
card by the legal system. The riot in 
the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6 of this year 
was an act of domestic terrorism. 
Though almost 700 individuals have 
been criminally charged, at least ten 
attendees were elected to office this 

year. The stain of the insurrection, 
which resulted in the injury of at least 
140 members of law enforcement 
and the death of five people, was 
not enough to block them from state 
legislatures and local positions. 

Although all of the cases have not 
been completed and all arrests have not 
been made, it’s easy to anticipate similar 
slaps on the wrist for these individuals 
who are protected by their whiteness — 
despite the magnitude of their crimes.

A little over a year after killing two 
people, Kyle Rittenhouse will return to 
his normal life. It is no surprise then, 
that there is a racial divide over trust in 
the criminal justice system. The same 
laws don’t seem to apply to everyone. 

Rittenhouse will survive this 
moment unscathed. We know how this 
story ends. Perhaps he will become a 
judge, a lawyer, a congressman or a 
senator, empowered to protect the next 
generation of young white men that 
remain free to harm whomever they 
wish with absolutely no repercussions 
or legal forms of accountability to stand 
in their way.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JUSTIN HADAD
UNC alumnus Justin Hadad will become the University’s 53rd Rhodes   
scholar. Hadad is pictured in Zurich, Switzerland.

DTH SCREENSHOT/
Members of the Commission on History, Race and a Way Forward meet 
virurtally on Monday, Nov. 29, for the last full public commission meeting of 
the year.
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Faculty of color feel undervalued at UNC

Timeline Of Events
Nikole Hannah-Jones’ tenure case highlighted the 

differences in treatment and retention of these 
professors compared to their white counterparts

Last summer, the UNC Board 
of Trustees initially failed to grant 
tenure to Nikole Hannah-Jones, a 
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and 
creator of the 1619 Project, which 
reframes U.S. history and examines 
the legacy of slavery in the U.S.

H a n n a h - J o n e s ’  t e n u r e 
application was eventually approved 
by the BOT in a 9-4 decision in 
June — but she declined the offer, 
instead accepting a tenured position 
at Howard University.

This is not a situation unfamiliar 
for many UNC faculty of color.

Since 2010, the number of 
faculty of color at the University 
has increased gradually. But the 
retention of talent is waning, 
as prominent faculty of color in 
leadership positions choose to leave 
the University.

Hannah-Jones’ tenure situation 
highlights  the differences in 
treatment and retention of faculty 
of color compared to their white 
counterparts at UNC. And some 
in the University community are 
looking toward solutions to the 
longstanding problem.

Leah Cox, UNC’s vice provost 

for  equity  and inclusion and 
chief  diversity officer,  said it 
is important to hire a critical 
mass. Faculty of color who are 
the only people of color in their 
depar tment ,  or  are  the  only 
tenured people of color in their 
departments, often feel as though 
they are not welcome or at home, 
she said.

Cox also said that it is important 
that the University not overcommit 
faculty of color to committees.

“Especially if you’re on a tenure 
track, you have to do all your 
research, all your scholarships, still 
teach your classes, apply for grants 
— and if you’re sitting on 20 different 
committees, you don’t have time to 
do all that,” Cox said.

Dr. Keisha Gibson, an associate 
p r o f e s s o r  o f  m e d i c i n e  a n d 
pediatrics and vice chairperson 
of diversity and inclusion for the 
department of  medicine,  said 
UNC needs to work on helping 
faculty of color feel valued. She 
said this is important to address 
the invisible labor done by faculty 
of color that is not necessarily 
compensated or rewarded.

“We of ten get  tasked with 
helping to diversify committees 
for being a support for others — 
students of color, trainees of color,” 
Gibson said. “A lot of us don’t mind 
doing that. But, there’s only so 
much time in the day, and so that 
might detract from your ability 
to stay focused on the things 
that do generate revenue for the 
institution, or that are expected 
and compensated.”

Mentor programs, clarity about 
the tenure track and the creation 
of inclusive environments are key 
to retaining faculty of color, Cox 
said. There needs to be an avenue 
f o r  c l e a r  f e e d b a c k  p r o v i d e d 
by faculty of  color every year 
so the administration has an 
understanding of what they can 
improve on, she said.

In an email statement via UNC 
Media Relations, Executive Vice 

C hance l lor  and  Provos t  Bob 
Blouin said that there is more 
work ahead for the University.

“There is great value in ensuring 
our students have the opportunity 
to learn from faculty representing 
diverse communities,”  Blouin 
said. “Carolina continues to strive 
to ensure that this commitment 
is realized. We put tremendous 
financial resources into recruiting 
and retaining highly qualified 
diverse faculty  and while  we 
believe those efforts have been 
successful, we acknowledge that 
our work is not done.”

In October,  the  Univers i ty 
announced a cluster hire of six 
new faculty members as  part 
of the Health and Wellness in 
Communities of Color cluster. 
The faculty will study health and 
wellness in communities of color 
and issues of U.S. slavery across 
several UNC departments. 

B u t  C ox  s a i d  u n i v e r s i t i e s 
should also have a fundamental 
understanding that the experience 
of a person of color is going to be 
different from others. 

“As a person of color, you always 
sort of know that you have to have 
sometimes two times, three times 
more background experiences, 
knowledge, skills than any of the 

other folks in the room,” Cox said. 
“And then, as a woman of color, 
you will get overlooked more often 
than most folks.”

Gibson said she is fortunate to 
be in a division and department 
that is supportive and allows her 
to advance in her career. But she 
knows this is not everyone’s story.

“We’re hemorrhaging faculty 
of  color,”  Gibson said.  “ This 
institution — we are absolutely 
hemorrhaging them.”

D e b  A i k a t ,  a n  a s s o c i a t e 
professor at the Hussman School 
of Journalism and Media, said 
there is a sense among faculty of 
color that they do not move up 
to leadership positions. He said 
if one were to look at the deans 
and chairs  across  UNC, i t  is 
predominantly white men.

In addition, he said faculty of color 
often feel as though they are not 
being recognized by the University.

“Last year, we had several faculty 
who left and, truth be told, they 
have gotten better positions at other 
universities,” Aikat said.

Many faculty of color have families 
or are starting families, so sometimes 
they have to uproot their lives to 
relocate after serving at UNC, he 
said. There is also the issue of salary 
inequities, where faculty of color 
— especially women — receive less 
pay and feel the need to get a job 
elsewhere, he said.

“You are losing institutional 
memory,” he said. “You are losing an 
institutional richness.”

To approach this issue, Aikat 
said the process needs to be fair. 
When looking at hiring new faculty 
members, he said there is an implicit 
bias where people of color do not get 
what they deserve.

“For example, when Nikole 
Hannah-Jones was being hired, we 
could have done a lot better, don’t 
you agree?” Aikat said. “Why are we 
in the national headlines for all the 
wrong reasons?”

BOT fails to offer tenure

BOT approves NHJ’s tenure

BSM holds rally in support of NHJ

Members of the Carolina Black Caucus protest 
the Board of Trustees’ non-action on Hannah-
Jones tenure application during the Board’s 
May 20 meeting.

On June 21, Hannah-Jones’ legal team writes in 
a letter that she will not join the faculty unless 
she is offered a tenured position. President 
of the UNC Black Student Movement, Taliajah 
Vann, speaks at the demonstration on June 25 
in support of Hannah-Jones.

Protesters stand inside the Board’s special 
meeting on June 30 before the vote on 
Hannah-Jones’ tenure. The Board votes 9-4 to 
approve Hannah-Jones’ tenure.

Hussman announces hire

Richards calls special meeting

Donor expresses public concern

On April 26 the Hussman School announces 
MacArthur Fellow Nikole Hannah-Jones will 
join its faculty as the Knight Chair in Race and 
Investigative Journalism.

On  June 9, Walter Hussman tells The Daily Tar Heel 
that he was concerned that Hannah-Jones and the 
1619 Project would overshadow his “core values”.

On June 23, UNC Student Body President Lamar 
Richards calls for a special meeting to discuss and 
take formal action on the tenure case. 

Hannah-Jones declines offer

On July 6, Hannah-Jones announces on  “CBS This 
Morning”  that she declined UNC’s offer and will 
join Howard University instead.
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By Jennifer Tran 
Senior Writer

elevate@dailytarheel.com
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“We often get tasked with helping to diversify 
committees, for being a support for others — 

students of color, trainees of color.” 
Dr. Keisha Gibson

Associate professor of medicine

YEAR IN REVIEW | NIKOLE HANNAH-JONES
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